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1 - “Before the Beginning…”
…Kyuubi wasn’t the first to attack The Village Hidden in the Leaves…
…Ten Years Ago, in a tiny village known as The Village Hidden in the Leaves, lived a small collection of
people, One person was going to be known forever, written down in history for his selfless acts against a
Monster, known as Onaga, The Dragon Emperor…
This Monster actually existed as an Elder God. The Elder Gods are the True Rulers of All Realms. The
Elder Gods watch as civilizations are created and destroyed, and govern them with untold eons of
wisdom…
He was the King, and the greatest of them all…
One realm, however, seemed different from the rest of them to Onaga; He sensed a power in that realm
that made him fall to greed and Darkness. He sensed Maro Kozaku, the father of Ryu and Neo Kozaku…
Maro Kozaku (which means “Great Hero” in Japan) was a man of simple things and pleasant life. He
had a wife named Aika (which means “love song” in Japan), who was pregnant with Ryu, and a small
house on a Hill inside the Village Hidden in the Leaves. It was a quiet place…but not for long…
Onaga Called upon 9 Demons of great strength, Shukaku, The Raccoon Demon, Nekomata, The Cat
Demon, Isonade, The Fish Demon, Houkou, The Dog Demon, Raiju, the Weasel Demon, Kaku, the
Badger Demon, Hachimata, the Snake Demon, and The Final Demon, Kyuubi the Fox Demon, to wreck
havoc on this realm so that he could claim it for himself…
Maro Kozaku Faced the God, with his Dragon Friend Torashu, to a fight to the death. It took long to
finish the fight, but it was over, Maro and Torashu won…or so they thought…
Before the Final Blow was Struck, Onaga blew his last breath of flames to slay the legendary ninja, but
also killed himself in the process. The God’s soul was put in a cursed Chest to be guarded for all time…
Until Kyuubi attacked the village 12 years later, when Kyuubi was sent to retrieve the chest… After Ryu’s
3rd birthday, Kyuubi attacked. Ryu ran and noticed a unopened box...
He opened it...and then the spirit was unleashed! But instead of taking shape, it fused with his own!
"Greetings, Ryu Kozaku, I am Onaga, your new spirit beast. You are my puppet, and I am your Master,
and you will listen to me and me alone if you wish to be strong! You can become a Ninja of Ultimate
Power, Even Hokage, if you listen to me! You could become a god…"
…That was when kyuubi was fused into Naruto due to the fourth Hokage…
Since Then, Ryu Kozaku has been made fun of for being different, but also made new friends and rivals
along the way! His Brother, Neo Kozaku, and Suki Takahashi (his step sister they adopted long ago) are

also along for the Ride! This is the Story Of Ryu Kozaku!

2 - "RYU APPEARS!"
Narrator: This is The Story of Ryu Kozaku…
Ryu: *Walking into the Leaf Village* Well that was a good month of training for the Chuunin Exams, Eh
Neo?
Neo: *Tired* (puff puff) Yeah… can you wait up?
Ryu: No! We gotta get going if we’re gonna make it! I heard Suki made a new buddy while we were
gone…
Neo: I wonder who?
Torashu: *Pops out of Ryu’s Blue Backpack* It doesn’t matter! We must get to the exams!
Ryu: *Finds Suki and Rock Lee* Hey, Suki!
Suki: Oh, Hey Big Brother!
Rock Lee: B-Big B-B-Brother?!?
Suki: Yeah! He's 15. They adopted me a long time ago. So… This is Ryu, and this is my CUTE little
brother Neo! He's 13! *Gives Ryu and Neo a hug*
Neo: Suki, stop!
Suki: Hey Ryu?
Ryu: Yeah, Lil’ Sis?
Suki: Can you show that arm strength of yours? *Gives him four small heavy Rocks*
Ryu: Sure! *Gives them a good bear hug and crushes them* There ya Go! My strength revealed!
Rock Lee: *Gulp*
Ryu: Hey Suki can I talk to your friend here?
Suki: Sure! *Plays with Neo*
Ryu: *Walks with Rock Lee a bit* Let me tell you… I can understand you like her, yes?
Rock Lee: Y-Yeah…

Ryu: Here’s the Deal, you keep your grubby hands away from anywhere below the shoulders, and you
can keep your head. If I find out you’re trying to seduce her, I’ll Skin you alive, stitch your skin back,
then skin you again!
Rock Lee: Ah! Don't kill me, please!
Suki: Ryyyuuu, Rock Leeee!
Ryu: Yeah?
Suki: We’re going to the Chuunin Exams!
Ryu: Okay, We’re coming! *to Lee* You got that!?
Rock Lee: Y-Yes!
Ryu: Very Good, now let’s go! *Pushes him with little force, but feels like he was pushed five feet*
Torashu: Now Let’s go! You are NOT missing everything you’ve trained for!
TO BE CONTINUED

3 - “The Chunnin Exams Await!"
Narrator: Over at the Chuunin Exams...
Ryu: Wow, Look at all these people! *Stares at the fellow genin*
Narrator: A blonde boy with orange clothes runs to Ryu and the gang…
???: Hey there, Suki! Remember Me? It’s me, Naruto!
Suki: Oh, Please not you again…
Naruto: Who’s the big guy and the green dude? *Stares at Ryu*
Ryu: Well if you must known lil’ dude, I am Ryu Kozaku! And this little fellow is my friend Torashu!
Torashu: I am Actually his Mentor!
Ryu: Riiight… Anyway Nice meeting you, Naruto!
Naruto: Yeah, Same here!
Ryu: After this, I’m going after some Ramen and Some Curry, Wanna Join?
Naruto: *Eyes are now wide* YES!!!
???: Naruto, you idiot boy what are you doing?
Naruto: Oh, Hey Sasuke, Hey Sakura…
Sasuke: *Looks at Ryu* Hmph! Another idiot… and his little sister the whore!
Sakura: Sasuke…do it! He looks weak! *in thoughts* No he’s Not…
Ryu: What!?! *Grabs Sasuke by his neck* Now look here, little emo… You come and say that again…
Sasuke: Your threats are nothing to me…
Ryu: Oh yeah? Well how about this! *Squeezes head*
Sasuke: Ahhhh! *Kicks him in the knee*
Ryu: My, How pathetic. The Last line of the Uchiha Clan seems weak…

???: Sasuke, Stop that! Young man, put him down!
Sasuke: Yes, Kakashi Sensei…
Ryu: Sorry, but make him keep his DAMN mouth shut, Mr. Kakashi…
Neo: I saw the whole thing! Awesome stuff out there, Big Brother!
Torashu: As much as I hate mindless violence, I agree. You did good standing up for your sister, Ryu.
Suki: Yeah, thanks Ryu *smiles*
Ryu: Anything for you, sis! *Smiles back*
Kakashi: Oh, Well, Hi there, Torashu!
Torashu: *Smiles Happily* Haven’t seen you in a while! How is your squad?
Kakashi: As much as I’d like to say things good about them, they are a lot to handle for now…
Torashu: Yes, and as for me, I am going to be their official sensei until I can find a replacement soon...
Gekko: The Exams are about to start!
Torashu: Now remember everything I trained you for, since some jutsus are combos if we both use them
properly...
Ryu: I know! I'm going in!
Narrator: Now The Exams Will start in the Next Chapter!
TO BE CONTINUED!

4 - "I am a monster...and nothing else..."
Narrator: …NOW The Exams will start!
Hayate Gekko: The Exams are very simple… You will be put against a fellow genin. It is a one-on-one
fight. Remember, it is not who wins the battle; it is the judgment of if you would work well as a ninja. We
will reveal the line-ups as soon as we have the names of all the genin here…
Ryu: Sounds easy enough! I wonder whom I’ll be hooked up with? I hope he or she’s worthy enough
for all this power! *Laughs*
Torashu: This is no time to be thinking of easy victories! Any of these ninja are good enough! They may
look weak to you, but they have the potential and courage enough to even be here, so make sure
you’re really ready!
Ryu: I know, I know…
Sakura: *walks over to Ryu with angry look* Hey, You! What’s the big Idea Hurting Sasuke?!
Ryu: That boy called my only sister a whore, so I suggest you make sure you tell him that if he makes
fun of anyone in my family, he’s gonna answer to me!
Sakura: What!? *tries to punch him, but Ryu grabs fist*
Ryu: Hold on there, you would be protective too if you were the only one they got in this world!
Sakura: What do you mean…?
Ryu: It’s A Long Story… You sure you want to here it?
Sakura: Yes if it eases your pain.
Ryu: Very Well…
Naruto: Hey what’s going on?
Sakura: Hold on, I’m listening to a story…
Naruto: You mind if I listen?
Ryu: Sure, any who… It was about 12 years ago, when I was three years old. My mother told me of my
father’s actions against a horrible monster. That monster was actually a God. “He was KING of the
gods,” she said. “He wanted this entire world as his empire and your father stopped him along with
Torashu…” And while my birthday was going on, Kyuubi attacks.

Naruto: You mean the Nine Tailed Fox?
Ryu: Ding, we have a winner! Seriously, though… He attacks this VERY Village lookin’ for that chest the
Dragon’s Soul was thrown in. Some People say Onaga, The God I was talking about, hired him along
with eight other demons. There might be more he made join the others into attacking the world… While
the Konoha Village was attacked, I did the most stupid thing in my live…
Sakura: …What?
Ryu: …I opened that evil chest…
Sakura: No-one has to go through that. You father must be a great man, Ryu. *Smiles to try and cheer
Ryu up*
Ryu: He was. But the minute I opened that cursed box, I saw that horrible thing… It’s Eyes glowed blood
red, staring at me… But it did’nt just go… Oh, Hell no…
Naruto: What Happened? Tell Me!
Ryu: It fused with my soul… And now, I am a monster…and nothing else…
Sakura: No your not!
Ryu: Hm?

Sakura: Deep Down, You’re a nice guy, just looking to keep strong! And I want to help you. I want to be
you friend!
Naruto: Yeah, I know how it is being an outcast! I want to help too!
Ryu: You guys are the only ones who didn’t run or ignore me… then it’s settled! I accept your friendship!
Thanks Guys…
Naruto: You’re Welcome! *Smiles*
Sakura: Me too *smiles as well*
Torashu: The exams are about to start, you three!
Gekko: The Line up is: Ryu Kozaku versus… Snowie!

5 - "Ryu Kozaku versus Snowie!"
Narrator: Now that the tournament has started, Ryu will now face Snowie. Snowie is a Young girl with
two cat-like ears and a tail. She trained to become a chunin and to prove she has the skills to become a
great ninja.
Third Hokage: Now that the Tournament entries have been chosen, the exams will now be under way!
The first battle in the Exams is… Kozaku Ryu versus Snowie!
Ryu: Looks like I’m up…
Naruto: I know you’re strong, Believe it!
Sakura: Good Luck out there…
Sasuke: Hmph! He will surely fail…
Ryu: What’s that, Emo!?
Sakura: Never mind him! Go and win!
Ryu: Don’t worry, Little one, I’ll be fine!
Sakura: Oh, yeah! I forgot to mention my name. My name is Haruno Sakura. This is Uchiha Sasuke.
*sighs*
Sasuke: …
Ryu: Very well, Sakura! I’ll be off!
Narrator: Ryu and Snowie look at each other and both smile at one another…
Ryu: So…you must be Snowie…Your kinda cute! *chuckles*
Snowie: Yeah…Thanks *blushes embarassingly* *also looks at Rock lee* Wish me luck!!!
Rock Lee: Good luck!
Gekko: You know the rules of the Exams, The last one standing is the victor. On my mark. 1….2….3….GO!
Narrator: At that precise moment, Snowie Jumped into the air and threw kunai at Ryu, But ryu threw his
own to block the attack. Ryu didn’t want to hurt her (because she was adorable) so he drew back most
of his power to go easy. She caught on…

Snowie: Hey, stop goin’ easy! Gimme your best shot!
Sakura: *from the sideline* What is he doing?
Naruto: Don’t know, but he’s going easy!
Sasuke: Wow…as if we did’nt know that before…
Naruto: Sasuke! Shut up!
Sakura: *Clonks Naruto* Don’t talk about Sasuke like that!
Narrator: Back into the fray…
Ryu: I am not hurting someone so sweet!
Torashu: It does’nt matter if she was the only girl! In order to pass the exams, one must get through all
emotional bumps, even nice ones! Now spin and let me do the work!
Ryu: Fine! *starts to twirl and fire springs from Torashu’s Mouth around Ryu, but does’nt hurt him*
Rock Lee: That’s weird…The dragon fire does’nt hurt him…
Neo: *walks to Lee* That’s because he is well trained!
Rock Lee: Where does he train?
Neo: He Trains in a nearby volcano called “Mount Volvaga”. It’s still active…
Rock Lee: Gulp….
Ryu: Alright, you want me to go hard? I’LL GO HARD!!!
Torashu: Now!
Narrator: He spun into Snowie hard, and burned her. She got up and started to run into him to force him
back…
Snowie: Oh, no you don’t!
Narrator: Snowie and Torashu both hit eachother in the face with their tails. Torashu’s tail hit hard due
to his scales. She was knocked down and out of the ring.
Hayate Gekko: The fight is over by a ring out, Ryu Kozaku Wins.
Ryu: *picks up Snowie off ground* You alright?

Snowie: Yeah…I’m surprised you did’nt use any Jutsus.
Ryu: Did’nt wanna hurt ya too much!
Gekko: The Next fight is…Kozaku Neo Versus Alena!
TO BE CONTINUED

6 - “Neo Kozaku Versus Elena!”
Narrator: Last time on Naruto: The Ryu Kozaku Chronicles, Ryu Kozaku faced a new opponent…Snowie!
She worked hard and well to get to the chunin exams and was beaten by Ryu without using any jutsus! It
was a noble battle, and they both were honorable! Snowie became a chunin after their efforts…
Gekko: The next match will be lining up. The next match is…Kozaku Neo versus Elena.
Narrator: Neo was as nervous as anyone in the room. He got up to the ring to face Elena, a skilled ninja
and good as her beauty. She has a crush on Neji… But that never stopped her when it came to proving
her might!
Neo: Please go easy on me… I know I’m gonna lose…
Elena: Hm? Aww, you’re nervous! Don’t worry, little guy! I won’t hurt you much! I will hurt you, just not
much! *To Neji* This is for you, Neji!
Neji: Good Luck! *Chuckles*
Ryu: *Comes up to Neji* Hey there. I saw you’re match-up with Hinata. That was pretty quick! Poor girl I
feel sorry for her…
Neji: I had to do it. I didn’t mean to hurt her…
Ryu: Well, She’s actually Kinda Cute! hehehe!
Neji: Hm? Oh, I see! *Chuckles* you’re in love with my cousin!
Ryu: Hey! I am not! I’m too Hard-Shelled for love! *Editor's note: He needs a girlfriend if anyone is
willing to give him one!*
Neji: Heh, Sure you are…
Narrator: Back at the Ring…
Neo: Ninja Art: Dino Stomp Jutsu!
Narrator: The Little Brother started to build Chakra, and then he jumped into the air! He kept on until he
hit her with full force! She got up with a weak growl and then went on the attack!
Elena: Mind Controlling Jutsu!
Narrator: She took the mind of Neo for herself and started beating him in the head with his own fist! He
went down gently and Gekko called out the victor. She went onto the finals…

Neo: Mr. Hokage, Please tell me I’m still not a genin!
The Third Hokage: No, my boy you did well. Although you only went on the attack and not defensive, I
will let you pass…*smiles*
Neo: YES! Thank you!
The Third Hokage: You’re very welcome. *Still Smiling*
Gekko: The Third match will now be established! The Next round will be… Gigi Versus Zensoku Tora!
TO BE CONTINUED

7 - “Gigi Versus Tora!”
Narrator: The Third Match will start soon…
Ryu: Wow…. My brother sucks!
Neo: *Walks up to Ryu and Neji* I do not!
Ryu: You were beaten down…BY A GIRL!!! *Laughs*
Gekko: The Next match up is... Gigi versus Tora!
Narrator: Gigi and Tora stare each other down. Gigi Looks up to Ryu in a bad stare
Gigi: After this quick fight, I’ll kill you for hurting my Sasuke!!!
Ryu: Heh! Don't waste your time!
Gigi: GGGGGGGRRRRR!!!
Gekko: The fight will start in 3…2...1...GO!
Gigi: Wolf Summoning Jutsu!
Narrator: The Wolf caught Tora by the arm, but Tora Smacked the wolf with her foot!
Tora: My turn!
Narrator: After a long exchange of blows… They both go down?!?
Gekko: It’s a draw…
Gigi: Now for that runt! Hey…you? *Looks way up to him*
Ryu: You were saying?
Torashu: He has shamed the Kozaku family and deserved it. He mocked his sister.
Gigi: Hm….well alright…names Gigi!
Tora: Mine’s Tora!
Ryu: Mine’s Ryu!

Gekko: The semi-Finals will start tomorrow.
TO BE CONTINUED

8 - “Luna Versus Hexa!”
Narrator: The Semi- Finals of the first round will begin…
Ryu: So who’s your girlfriend?
Neji: That is Elena. She is my girlfriend you are right.
Gekko: The Semi-finals of the first part of the chunin exams will start now.
Narrator: In that moment, two girls came up to the ring; their names were Luna and Hexa.
Hexa: You….
Luna: …Again?
Gekko: The Match will start now!
Narrator: The second the battle started, Sparks flew all around the field! Kunai and shurikans were
tossed here and there!
Luna: I’ll rip your head off!
Hexa: Not if I CHOP OFF YOURS!
Narrator: Hexa Took out a Katana glowing dark purple that gave off a chill to those afraid of it… She
started chopping in the air, hoping it would hit, but didn’t…
Luna: You’re finished!!! Prepare to LOSE!
Narrator: The Fight went on and on… until Hexa fell on her back and lost due to a close encounter…
Gekko: The battle is over! The victor is Luna!
Luna: HA! In your face!
Hexa: Grrrr….
Hokage: The Final fight will begin in a little bit.
TO BE CONTINUED

9 - “The Final Fight: Shizu versus Axle!”
Narrator: The Final Battle begins….
Ryu: Well, That was interesting!
Elena: *walks over to Neji* Hey there sweetie!
Neji: Hey Elena. *Smiles and cuddles*
Ryu: Ehehehehe… I wish I had someone to hug…
Elena: Aww, its ok! You’ll find someone! I know it! I’m Elena!
Ryu: Ryu’s the name. Dragon Justus are my game!
Gekko: The Final Match will now begin!
Narrator: Shizu, a mysterious ninja, came up to the ring. Another mysterious boy ninja, named Axle
enters…
Axle: You ready, weakling?
Shizu: More than you’ll ever be!
Gekko: Ready? GO!
Narrator: At that time, they ran into each other!
Axle: Burning Konoha!
Narrator: She dodged the attack and went on the offense herself! It went on for a while...but Axle Won!
Axle: I knew I was stronger…
Shizu: Nice fight!
Gekko: Now, the Finals will begin in a week!
TO BE CONTINUED

10 - “NEW Friends of the Kozaku Clan!”
Narrator: During that week, Ryu has been training for the finals…
Neo: Hey, Ryu?
Ryu: Yeah?
Neo: If you fight that girl I faced…
Ryu: You mean that girl who’s in love with Neji?
Neo: Yeah…Can you beat her up for me?
Ryu: *Smacks him on the head* Neo! That’s Horrible! I will never hurt a friend of mine!
Neo: Not hurt her outside the place! Just…if you face her…can you beat her for me for revenge?
Ryu: Well, Neo. It’s not like that. She won fair and square! You can’t get me to beat her up out of
revenge and anger! That’s unhealthy…
Torashu: Ryu is Right, Neo. Anger will not get you anything but trouble. Understand?
Neo: yes…
Ryu: Good! Now I better take a break for a minute, I’m hungry…
Torashu: You deserve it for training so hard! *Laughs and pulls out a wallet* Here. My treat!
Ryu: How do you get money?
Torashu: I get it from doing missions with you. You do the work, and I save the money!
Ryu: Don't I get any?
Torashu: Yes. Yours is right here! *Pulls out another wallet*
Ryu: Sweet! I’m gonna buy some curry later with this!
Narrator: Ryu, Neo and Torashu go to the food shop for some Curry for Ryu, Sushi for Torashu, and
Pocky for Neo. When they arrived there they saw a fight break out between two girls. One was named
Chihiro. And the other was named Kurai.
Chihiro: Your Father is a menace! Leave!

Kurai: He’s the only family I have!
Ryu: *Breaks in* Whoa, Whoa, WHOA! Hold on there you two! What’s going on?
Chihiro: Her father is Orochimaru.
Kurai: I hate him, but he is the only family I have left…
Torashu: Well. Your father has his own purposes in life. That is all you must know…
Kurai: Thank you…You’re kinda cute…
Ryu: Ehehehe…Well yeah…anyway why don't you two come in here for something to eat? Maybe that’ll
calm you down.
Both: ok! *Smiles*
Narrator: After the meal, they became friends. Apparently, the two fought in the exams before Ryu could!
He will meet them there!
Ryu: My name’s Ryu!
Kurai: I am Kurai, Nice to meet you. *Smiles*
Chihiro: I am Chihiro. I’m glad we’re friends now!
Ryu: That’s great! From now on, you are now NEW friends of the Kozaku Clan!
Narrator: The Finals open tomorrow…
TO BE CONTINUED

11 - “The Finals’ Line-ups!”
Narrator: The Four Ninja Go to the Spot for the Finals of the Chunin Exams…
Ryu: Well, We’re Here! I wonder who’ll fight me?
Kurai: I hope it’s me…*blush*
Ryu: Yes…Well…
Chihiro: Anyway we better get in before they shut the doors.
Ryu: Right. Well *Sighs* Here we go…
Narrator: As they got in, the saw the entire group who got in. There were many, but there was one that
was mysterious to Ryu…
Ryu: I never saw her before…
Torashu: That’s because She was a late combatant…
Ryu: Oh! Well we better get seated for the announcement…
The Third Hokage: This is the Finals of the Chunin Exams. It is the same as last. The last one standing
wins.
Gekko: The Line-ups are here.
Narrator: He pointed at a screen with the names of all the ninja qualified. Ryu’s Names was on the left.
At that moment, the second proctor, Anko, Stepped in to tell the rules.
Ryu: I guess thing are gonna change…
Torashu: Everything is different in the finals, Ryu. It looks like your going last…
Ryu: It also says I’m up against that girl… *looks at her and she stares back*
Ryu: Hi there…you must be… *looks at lineup* …Mitsusa, right?
Mitsusa: Yes, that me. *Smiles embarrassed*
Ryu: Looks like we’re up last!
Mitsusa: Yeah…Who’s that?

Ryu: Oh, him? *Points at Torashu* This is my friend, Torashu!
Torashu: Pleasure to meet you. *Smiles*
Gekko: The Finals are about to start!
TO BE CONTINUED

12 - “The Finals Begin, and the true Mitsusa!”
Narrator: The Finals will now begin…
Ryu: I can’t wait to show everyone my power!
Torashu: Ryu, What did I just get done telling you about gloating!?
Ryu: It don't start anything but trouble…
Torashu: That's right! Now you might as well sit down and wait for your turn…
Narrator: Elena and Neji Sit next to Ryu…
Ryu: Oh, Hey there guy! How’s it goin’?
Neji: Not that bad. You?
Ryu: Nothing’ much at all! I wonder whom I’m against…
Elena: It’s a girl named Mitsusa…
Ryu: That’s Who I’m Fighting? This’ll be a piece of cake! I met her not to long ago! I wonder how good
she fights?
Narrator: Ryu’s other friends made it too! The ones that lost came to watch…
Gigi: She loves pain. I heard she didn't even want to be a ninja in the first place.
Snowie: She’s creepy! She has a container of her own brother’s blood on her neck!
Luna and Hexa: EWWWW!
Tora: She is a weird girl… She cuts herself to forget things…
Ryu: Hey! Don't say that! She may be creepy to you guys, but not me! I’ve met creepier…
Narrator: Mitsusa heard that Comment and She looked at Ryu. She knew he was a good person. She
walked up to him…
Mitsusa: Hey there…thank you for standing up for me…
Ryu: No Problem! If there’s anything you need help with, let me know, all right?
Mitsusa: Yeah… Did you ever lose anyone?

Ryu: Yeah…My old man…and my mother…
Mitsusa: So, you know what it’s like to lose someone dear to you…
Ryu: Yeah. You want to know who my dad was? He was a hero. Best there ever was. He killed the
Dragon King himself…
Mitsusa: Oh, Wow…*eyes roll*
Ryu: I mean it! He died in that fight and my buddy was there!
Torashu: Mitsusa, He’s right…I was there…
Mitsusa: Oh…I’m so sorry…
Ryu: It’s All right. I live with it. I want to be the best Ninja ever, just like my old man! If I can be Hokage, I
can achieve that dream…
Mitsusa: Do you think you can?
Ryu: I KNOW I can!
Gekko: The first fight will be between…Ryu Kozaku and Mitsusa!
Ryu: Looks like we’re up first…I guess Gekko Changed his mind...
Mitsusa: I hope you’re ready.
Ryu: I was ready the minute I got here. I hope you are, because I never go easy.
Narrator: They stare each other down in the ring. Who Will Win? It is a mystery…
TO BE CONTINUED

13 - “The Fight Between Two Allies!”
Narrator: The Fight between Ryu and Mitsusa is about to go under way…
Ryu: It’s really boring when I know I’m going to win!
Mitsusa: I smell fear in you…I love it!
Gekko: Go!
Narrator: Ryu went up in the air to catch some glide room with his Dragon Flight Jutsu, but Mitsusa
came up ten times faster and grabbed Ryu’s Shirt and stabbed him with a Kunai! He bled a lot but went
on…Ryu got mad at that and used Dragon Fire Jutsu and Burned her…but she didn’t care…in fact she
laughed!
Mitsusa: Hehehe…I love pain, keep going! Burn me more!! MORE!!!
Ryu: Heh, you wanna play, I’ll play HARD!!
Narrator: He Grabbed Mitsusa by the sides and started to fly in circles, then as soon as Mitsusa thought
it would’nt get any worse, He starts flying down at full speed!
*Over at the sidelines*
Sakura: Wow, This is intense! I hope he doesn’t bleed any more…
Sasuke: He will…I hope he dies…and that whore…
Sakura: *Stares angrily*
Ryu: This is it! Her we go!
Narrator: He slammed Mitsusa on the ground hard, then grabbed her again and pushed her down.
Torashu then blew flames in her face while she was down! She grabbed a kunai once more and sliced
ryu's throat! He was bleeding hard, but torashu steered him away, the used a small bar with a ball glued
on it, blew flames until it was hot, then stuck it into the wound! Ryu's wound healed, but he could'nt talk!
He could'nt use any jutsus!
Torashu: Ryu! Jump!
Ryu: *nods*
Narrator: So Ryu Did, and so did she, but it was a trap! Torashu bit her in the neck and held on! He then
made Ryu hold her while opening her mouth, and then Torashu blew flames in it! He then tossed her on

the ground...it was over...
Anko: The winner has been decided...Ryu and Torashu wins!
Narrator: Everyone cheered for them both. Ryu was happy and waved his hands in the air, and Torashu
bowed. Mitsusa got up to congradulate them...
Mitsusa: That was a good match. You never held back...I'm impressed! *smiles*
Ryu: *uses sign language to speak*
Torashu: Ryu says that you were the same way. And that you should be proud for being strong!
Mitsusa: You are now my best friend, Ryu. You remind me of my brother. *smiles some more*
Ryu: *again uses sign language*
Torashu: It'll take a day without using medical ninjutsu to heal. So he says thank you. He asks if you
want to watch the rest with him?
Mitsusa: Of course I will. I know my boyfriend will be here soon...
Narrator: The Three sat down and watched the rest of the finals, they were both Chunin...After the next
day, he healed fine and could speak again. Ryu then invited all his friends to a party at his house on the
hill he lived in to celebrate their passing of the exams...
NOTE: THE NEXT CHAPTERS WILL BE ABOUT THE OTHER EXAMS!!!*
TO BE CONTINUED

14 - "The Finals: Kurai versus Elena! (part 1)"
Narrator: After Ryu won the Match (by a hair), He wanted to watch the Finals…
Ryu: *sign Language again to Mitsusa*
Mitsusa: …What?
Torashu: He’s asking who is up next.
Mitsusa: Oh! I’m sorry…uh…*looks at board* It’s Kurai versus Elena…
Torashu: Okay, there you go Ryu. *Gives him water*
Mitsusa: Is he going to be all right?
Torashu: He’ll be fine. He just needs to try and stop talking…He’ll be fully healed tomarrow. When you
used the kunai, you stabbed him in the neck, not far enough to hit the esophagus. He was lucky, if he
were to bleed any longer, he would have fallen into a coma…
Mitsusa: Oh…I’m sorry.
Ryu: That is okay. It’s all part of how to become a better Ninja. If he didn't get injured, he wouldn't learn!
Mitsusa: Yeah…
Narrator: Over at the ring…
Elena: You ready now?
Kurai: I will be strong…
Gekko: Ready…Set…Go!
Narrator: At the shout, they ran into each other with eyes full of rage and hands full of kunai…
TO BE CONTINUED

15 - “The Finals: Kurai Versus Elena (Part 2)!”
Narrator: Back to the Exams… They clashed in a sea of sparks from the friction of iron kunai in their
hands.
Kurai: This will be all over before it REALLY starts!
Elena: We’ll see…
Narrator: Elena then used her Mind Control Jutsu on Kurai, but she was able to break it easily…
Kurai: It’s too bad you can’t use it on me…now then…*hand Signs* Summoning Technique!
Narrator: At the moment she used it, Snakes of all sizes and shapes came from nowhere. They slithered
around Elena so that the only way for her to escape was to jump from danger’s grip. So she did, and
Kurai was there before her! She summoned one more snake as big as her own body to grasp Elena and
Squeeze the life out of her!
Elena: Let…me…go! *The Snake Bares it’s fangs and hisses loudly*
Kurai: Hm…I don't think he likes you attitude! He looks hungry too…you better find something to feed him
instead before he gets a chunk out of you!
Narrator: Elena was about to be bit by the snake before she remembered a shurikan in her pocket! She
tossed it down the mouth of the beast…and it choked on it! The Snake let her go and she was back on
the offensive again! She ran up to her with another Kunai until another snake bit her in the leg! She felt
the poison flow through her body and she felt numb until she collapsed! Kurai was the winner!
Anko: The winner is Kurai!
Narrator: Elena then got up slowly but fell down because of the poison. Kurai sat there and chuckled…
Kurai: It’s okay…I used a less disastrous snake for the job. You’ll be fine in an hour!
Elena: Well that’s good to know…
Kurai: Here, let me help you to the sidelines…
Narrator: Kurai picked her up with care and carried her to the sidelines next to Ryu. Ryu looked at the
Board that said he’d be up against Axle this time…
Ryu: You okay?
Elena: …Y-Yes…

Neji: I saw everything...you did your best…*kisses her*
Elena: Neji…*blushes*
Neji: So I see you’re against Axle now…
Ryu: Yeah, He’s the guy. I think this’ll be easy enough!
Torashu: Once again, you’re gloating…
Ryu: Hey, I can gloat if I want to!
Torashu: Well, it’ll be something that’ll have to be taught to you by force!
Ryu: Okay, All right! Chill out, Torashu!
Kurai: Well, I'll be watching here! Good Luck!
Ryu: Thanks!
Narrator: On the Next Chapter, The Finals: Ryu Kozaku Versus Axle!
TO BE CONTINUED

16 - “The Finals: Ryu Kozaku versus Axle! (PART 1)”
Narrator: Ryu looked at Axle with a serious grin. Axle did the same.
Ryu: hey there buddy!
Axle: What’s goin’ on?
Ryu: You and I are up now…
Axle: Oh! I know that… Heh, good luck though, you’ll need it fighting me! I know a few jutsus you’ll
never get away from! Hey, maybe after this, I’ll teach you them?
Ryu: Same here! I’ll show you how far down the rabbit hole goes in my Jutsu Techniques!
Narrator: They both went to the ring, staring each other down. They looked at Anko, and she nodded,
knowing they were ready…
Anko: All right… on my mark… ready…Set…Begin!
Narrator: They both ran into each other with tackles, but Ryu was stronger! He easily overtook Axle and
threw him in the air…and then Torashu burn him with his fire! Axle didn’t feel much of it though…
Axle: It’ll take more then that to take ME down!
Ryu: Let’s see you get away from THIS!
Narrator: He used Dragon flight Jutsu, a Jutsu that allows the user to grow wings made of chakra that
solidizes into real wings to fly up into the air! Axle then grabbed a Kunai and tried to stab him, but it
missed. Ryu then started to swoop in the air and use Dragon Fire Jutsu, a move quite like Pyro style
Jutsu…Only longer in range and wider in size!
Axle: Come on! That’s all? Gimme your best shot!
Ryu: All right…if that what you want…YOU ASKED FOR IT!!!
Narrator: He blew one of the biggest breaths he could to literally cover the field in flames! Even the
people on the sides could feel the heat!
Sakura: *sweating* It’s getting hot in here…
Naruto: I know…that kid is one awesome hothead! Hehehe!
Sasuke: That was a horrible pun…

Naruto: I know…
Rock Lee: He is a very noble Ninja to use such a worthy move!
Suki: *sighs* He’s at it again…Ryu’s going to collapse again from exhaustion…?
Ryu: Not going to happen! I heard that!
Suki: Whatever…*looks at Rock Lee with blushing face*
Axle: Man…it’s getting hot in here…better cool off!
Narrator: He used Burning Konoha at his will to push Ryu away from him and also remove the heat from
around him…
Axle: There…much better…!?
Ryu: I not going down!
Axle: Oh yeah? Well let’s fight with fire!
Narrator: He then Used Dragon Flame Bomb on Ryu, The very move used by the third Hokage! It blew
Ryu away, but he landed on the ground and used his Dragon Claw Gauntlets to slash Axle! Who will
win?
TO BE CONTINUED

17 - “The Finals: Ryu Kozaku versus Axle (Part 2)!
Narrator: Back to the fight…
Ryu: Ha! Let’s see what you got, pretty boy!
Axle: I got more than enough for you…take this! Phoenix Flower!
Narrator: At that moment, fireballs from Axle covered Ryu…but he only gained health back!
Axle: …Huh?
Ryu: Oh, yeah…I forgot to tell you…My friend Torashu showed me this great trick before the fight…it’s
called “Dragon Pressure Jutsu”. My skin becomes Diamond-Hard, like Dragon Skin! And for the
healing, well…how’s this seem to you?
Narrator: He held a piece of herb up in his hand…it was a golden colored piece of grass…
Ryu: This is called an Ancient herb. It can heal a person when eaten. It regenerates body cells to
maximum! Complete Regeneration! Now then…Let’s finish this!
Sakura: Hm…that’s interesting…
Naruto: What?
Sakura: Well…I’ve been working with herbs for a while…and that one is pretty rare in this area…it usually
grows near mountains or volcanoes…
Neo: My brother trains at a volcano! He said it was still active.
Sasuke: Liar…
Neo: *Punches Sasuke in the gut* Shut up! That’s my brother out there!
Sakura: Hey, now…stop it!
Neo: He should never mock my brother! He stands up for my sister Suki and me!
Sakura: oh…Sasuke, could you stop?
Sasuke: hmph!
Ryu: Heh…you’re pretty good…

Axle: *Sighs* …you too…
Narrator: They went at each other once more… They had each other in a lock, pushing one another with
their hands against the other’s hands…
Ryu: …Torashu, Now!
Narrator: Torashu blew a breath of fire at axle, but axle punched Ryu with one mighty swing. They both
went down…and it was a draw…
Anko: The Result is a draw. No one wins this match…
Ryu: Well…I think I found my Rival…
Axle: And So did I…
Narrator: They gave a handshake on their rivalry and Friendship… It was Over…They both became
Chunin…Now for the others!
TO BE CONTINUED

18 - “Ryu’s First Mission, The Sacred Scroll!”
Narrator: After the Chunin Exams, He made a party with his friends to celebrate their graduation… After
that…it was a slow day…
Ryu: Man, this is boring…
Torashu: Patience, Ryu. You will have your missions set for you. I made them give you certain missions
to help you. I will be your guide and Jonin teacher.
Ryu: I see…I need a team…
Torashu: For now, Suki and Neo need to train before going off on missions like these…
Ryu: What about that guy…Axle?
Torashu: We could try him…He could teach you some Jutsus on the way….
Ryu: And that Elena… or Kurai…
Torashu: They are good, too… Elena seems faster, but Kurai is more powerful and can perform a
summoning…
Ryu: We’ll have to think about it…
Torashu: You did get a mission I didn’t recommend, though…
Ryu: What is it…?
Torashu: This is a ranked B mission, harder than a normal C mission. They said that it was a golden
scroll that has top-secret information about something I don’t know is lost. It belongs to an elder in the
village. We must get it back.
Ryu: I see…
Torashu: We will need more members of this squad if we are to succeed.
Ryu: I know…then let’s look!
Torashu: We will look for Axle first. He is at the weapon shop in the village.
Ryu: Ok, then…
Narrator: So with that, they left their house to look for team members…

TO BE CONTINUED

19 - “The search for Members! (Part 1)”
Narrator: Ryu has just come up to Axle for assistance…
Ryu: Hey buddy!
Axle: Oh, Hey Ryu! What’s up?
Ryu: Nothing much, but I need your help…
Axle: What for?
Ryu: I’m doing this mission…it’s B ranked….
Axle: Say no more, I’ll help ya! Let me show you some Jutsus on the way, though…I want to see yours
first!
Narrator: They traded Jutsus…Ryu has Learned all of Axles and Visa-Versa…
Axle: Now that you and I know Our Jutsus, We should Find Elena, Right?
Ryu: Yeah we should…
TO BE CONTINUED

20 - “The search for Members! (Part 2)
Narrator: There they stood at the ramen shop to look for Elena…
Ryu: I don't get it…WHERE IS ANYONE!?!?
Torashu: Quiet! You do not have to yell so loud! You’ll cause unnecessary attention!
Axle: Well, ok. Well, where could she be?
Ryu: That’s what I want to know…
Torahu: Hmmm….Try the Hokage Office. She could be there to pick up a mission.
Axle: Ok, then…let’s go!
Ryu: Fine by me!
Narrator: They did, and The Third Hokage sat in his chair…
Ryu: Hey, Mr. Hokage?
Third Hokage: Yes? How can I help you young boys?
Axle: Sorry to bother you, but we’re wondering if someone named “Elena” has been here?
Third Hokage: Hmmm…No, Can’t say She has, but I know she will be here anytime soon…
Narrator: At the minute that comment reached their ears, Elena, Tora, and Luna walked into the doors.
Third Hokage: Ah, there you three are! We were just talking about you, Elena.
Elena: Huh? Oh, Hey Ryu! *Gives him a friendly hug*
Ryu: Oh, Hey Elena! Say, are you busy by any chance?
Elena: Why? Is this a date?
Ryu: uh, no. Actually, it’s about a B Rank Mission…
Elena: Oh, that one with the Scroll…Yeah, I’m busy going through it with my two friends!
Ryu: Them?

Luna: Yes, Us!
Ryu: Just Saying…
Elena: So you’re doing the mission too?
Yeah, With My friend Axle.
Axle: Hey.
Tora: Hello.
Ryu: And now we need one girl…
Elena: Try Gigi or Kurai…
Ryu: Well, worth a shot, right?
Axle: Yeah, I bet one of them isn’t busy!
Ryu: Right. Ok, guys, see you on the field!
Elena: Ok, bye!
Naarator: As they leave the building…
Ryu: Let’s try to find Gigi first…
Axle: You think Naruto knows?
Ryu: That or Sasuke…Hate that little guy…
Narrator: So they went to search for Gigi and Kurai…
TO BE CONTINUED

21 - “The Search for The The third Member!”
Narrator: There they have found Team Seven (Naruto, Sakura, and Sasuke) Training with Kakashi…
Ryu: Hey there guys. You mind if we have a word with you?
Kakashi: I don't see why not! Everyone can take five. *They sigh in relief*
Naruto: Anyway, what is it?
Axle: We need to find Gigi and Kurai…
Ryu: Wait, what about Snowie?
Axle: Who’s she?
Ryu: Another person I met in the Exams.
Axle: Oh, okay…and her if you seen ‘em anywhere…
Naruto: Well, I saw Snowie by the gates…
Sakura: I think I Saw Gigi in the Training area “Cell 2”…
Sasuke: I don't care…
Ryu: Oh, you again…
Kakashi: Sasuke, Don't be rude. They are only asking a question.
Sasuke: A question that does not have anything to do with me.
Ryu: Man you are a twit…
Sasuke: What? I’ll kill you!
Narrator: Sasuke Ran to Ryu with his face in his. Ryu didn't move.
Axle: Guys?
Sasuke: There is nothing you can do to stop me…
Ryu: Stop you in doing what? Making an Idiot of yourself? *Everyone is Staring…*

Sasuke: Grrrrrr…
Ryu: Thought So. Seen Kurai?
Sasuke: Pardon my anger. But she is in the Ramen Shop.
Ryu: Hm? Well that’s better! Sorry about the fight back in the exams hall…
Sasuke: Like Wise.
Kakashi: Is’nt that better?
Both: Yes.
Kakashi: Good! So I heard you got my mission recommendation?
Ryu: That was you?
Kakashi: Yes, it was. Torashu gave me the Idea yesterday.
Ryu: *stares*
Torashu: Yes…well…
Kakashi: Kurai is waiting at the Ramen Shop for you. She knows of the mission specs and everything
else. She will be your third member. Gigi and Snowie are off on a mission already.
Ryu: That was easy!
Kakashi: Your mission starts tomorrow.
Ryu: Ok then see ya!
Narrator: So off they went to the Ramen shop for Kurai…
TO BE CONTINUED

22 - “The Quest for The Scroll: Kurai is found!”
Narrator: Ryu, Axle, and Torashu have finally found Kurai…
Ryu: Woo…*Pants* Finally…Found you…
Kurai: I was wondering when you would show…
Axle: We…know… We had to find out from Kakashi…
Kurai: Oh that's where you were.
Ryu: So… You said you could help us?
Kurai: Yes I can. The Mission will start tomorrow.
Ryu: I see…you know Orochimaru wants to kill anyone in his way right?
Kurai: I know…He’s my father…
Ryu: I know…It’s Ok, though…
Axle: We better get some sleep before the Mission starts Tomorrow.
Torashu: Yes, we should.
Narrator: So they did…or most of them… Kurai was the only one up. She went into the Forest to find her
father waiting.
Kurai: Father….
Orochimaru: Dear Daughter…is the plan going well?
Kurai: Yes…
Orochimaru: Good…once the plan is set in motion, the scroll will be mine. All of its forbidden Techniques,
mine!
Narrator: Kurai Went back into the Village unnoticed. Then…Morning Arrived.
Ryu: *Yawns* Finally, the Day started.
Axle: *Opens Door* Ryu, you in here?

Ryu: Yeah, lets go. We got to pick up Kurai!
Narrator: So they did, and the quest for the Golden Scroll was on…
TO BE CONTINUED

23 - “The Golden Scroll is found!”
Narrator: They Get to The Ramen Shop to Meet Kurai again…
Ryu: Ok, everyone ready?
Axle: I’ve been ready.
Kurai: Everything is set and packed.
Ryu: Ok then…
Torashu: We now have food, water, and a tent.
Ryu: Why a Tent?
Torashu: Incase it rains.
Ryu: Oh. Well then…anyone knows where we’re going?
Torashu: We must head into the Desert to the rendezvous point. It’s at the other end of it.
Axle: You mean the entrance to the Sand Village?
Torashu: Precisely. I heard Gaara has it.
Kurai: I know him. He has the Demon of the sands…
Torashu: Yes, he does.
Ryu: You mean that Redhead?
Axle: Yeah, him…
Ryu: That guy was amazing! He beat up that idiot Lee! *Gets clonked in the head* OWW! What was that
for!?!
Torashu: Never make fun of your fellow peers!
Ryu: Grrr….
Narrator: SO they head to the Village in the Sand. The walk in and see people talking about them…
Ryu: What are they talking about?

Torashu: The Scroll and us…
Axle: How do you know?
Torashu: I can hear them. I’m not Deaf.
Kurai: *Chuckles*
Narrator: They head over to the middle of the Town and wait…after thirty minutes, Gaara Arrives…
Gaara: I see your still here…
Torashu: Yes. You know why we’re here.
Gaara: Yes. For the Scroll. It holds Forbidden Jutsus more Powerful than any jutsus you could ever
possess.
Ryu: Ok then. Can we have it?
Gaara: Yes you can. I will also be in the Leaf Village soon.
Ryu: With your siblings?
Gaara: *Nods*
Ryu: Then we’ll see you there.
Gaara: You best get going. It’ll be Night soon and I heard it’s going to rain…
Torashu: And that why we have a tent for, Ryu!
Ryu: Oh, Shut up!
Narrator: At that time they were off. They went into the forest to get back to the village when it rained on
them. After it was over, they walked back…and Orochimaru was waiting…
TO BE CONTINUED

24 - “The End Is Near: Orochimaru Appears!”
Narrator: After the rain stopped, they hurried back to the village to give the Scroll to The Third Hokage…
Third Hokage: That is the Golden Scroll, all right.
Ryu: Well, what’s in it?
Third Hokage: Nothing you should know.
Axle: Why?
Third Hokage: It is TOP SECRET Information. Nothing you should look at!
Torashu: Yes, that’s right. Let’s go.
Ryu: *Sighs* Fine…
Narrator: It was late at night when everyone went to bed…except one person…Kurai…She leapt up from
her bed and left the area for the Office.
Kurai: Now…if I were a scroll, where would I be? …Oh! There you are…
Narrator: With The Scroll in her clutches, she was off. Her next objective was to give the scroll to her
father…Orochimaru…Orochimaru was standing on a large boulder when she arrived…
Orochimaru: Well…did you bring that scroll?
Kurai: Yes, Father…
Orochimaru: Well done, my daughter. At last, the Scroll is mine…
???: I don't think so…
Orochimaru: It’s you…
Narrator: The Shadow jumped out from the bushes to show Ryu, Torashu And Axle. Ryu Smirked and
saw Kurai and gave her a grin.
Ryu: I understood the WHOLE Thing. I know Michael Jackson over there is your old man, and you need
to listen to him. But I’ll fight him for ya.
Orochimaru: For the LAST time…I…AM…. NOT…MICHAEL JACKSON!!!!!!

Narrator: Orochimaru Became enraged and attacked Ryu and Axle…
TO BE CONTINUED

25 - “The Fight against Thyself!”
Narrator: As we left off…
Orochimaru: You will DIE FOR THAT COMMENT YOU TWIT!!!
Narrator: Orochimaru attacked Ryu with a barrage of snakes coming from his right arm. As much as he
could dodge most of it, he got hit anyway from a snake that was behind him this entire time…wait for him
to fall up.
Ryu: What the-AIIII!!!
Axle: Ryu! You all right, buddy?
Ryu: Yeah, I’m fine… You get Kurai outta here; I’ve got Mr. Jackson!
Orochimaru (Michael Jackson): I don’t think you will go anywhere! Kurai, kill them both!
Kurai: Yes…father…
Axle: You don't have to listen to him! He may be your dad, but he’s not your master!
Ryu: Come on think!
Kurai: …
Narrator: Will she listen to Orochimaru or to Her friends? Stay with us for the second Part!
TO BE CONTINUED

26 - "Kurai's Decision!"
Narrator: Kurai must make a decision...
Ryu: Well? What’ll it be, Kurai? Grrrnnn *In pain from the Snake bite* Orochimaru? Or us?
Kurai: ...
Axle: Only one choice, us!
Orochimaru: They fear us, Daughter. They will never love you like I do...
Kurai: ...Dad...Forgive me...
Narrator: Kurai then sprang a giant snake from the ground to attack her father. Orochimaru siezed the
snake and broke it’s jaw with his bare hands...
Orochimaru: Tsk, tsk... You should have stayed by my side...Now you will die with the rest of them... The
Scroll is mine!
Narrator: Orochimaru then Sent a snake to Bite Ryu. Before he could Dodge, The Snake bit him, took
the scroll, and slithered to Orochimaru before anyone do anything about it.
Orochimaru: It...is TIME!!! ....WHAT!?!
Narrator: He opened up the Scroll to reveal it was’nt a Golden Scroll...It said “Dear Orochimaru, This is
a Fake! There was never a real Scroll at all! Signed: The Third Hokage.
Orochimaru: Why that....gggGGGRRRRRRRAAAAAAHHHH!!!!!
Narrator: He then went into a raged state, summoning his “Signature Snake”. Everyone Saw it, and
Some of Ryu’s Good friends sprang into action.
Snowie: Did you see that?
Gigi: Yeah, i Did! We gotta do something!
Suki: Lee...
Rock Lee: We should do something about this! Let’s Move!
Tora: WEEE! Let’s Do it, yeah!!!
Narrator: Soon, Everyone attacked the Snake, and Just then, when orochimaru was about to slice

Ryu’s Neck, A ball of Aura sprung forth! the Bach it up, a Kunai with a paper bomb blew up, causing
him to fall back.
Orochimaru: Who-Who are you two?
TO BE CONTINUED

27 - “The Beast is Unleashed…”
Narrator: The two sprang from the Shadows…Revealing two Ninja. One from the Akatsuki, and Another
of the Konoha…
Orochimaru: You…I remember you….
???: Long time…no see…
Orochimaru: You’re Dez, Aren’t you…?
Dez: In the Flesh. And this is a friend of mine that I Ran into named Kairi.
Kairi: Hey there.
Orochimaru: looks like I’ll have even more fun with you two…
Ryu: Now… How about this? *Hand Signs* Dragon Flare Jutsu!
Narrator: His Hand became ablaze at that second. So he grabbed a Kunai and lit it aflame. He threw it
and hit Orochimaru, but he grabbed it with his tongue…
Orochimaru: Mmmhmhmhmhm… It is Useless, boy…you will be mine!
Ryu: For what, tired of your sex slave over there? *Points at Kabuto*
Kabuto: What…?
Orochimaru: gggrrrrr…Die!
Narrator: The snake then bit into Ryu’s Side. The Poison was strong… And then The snake Slammed
it’s tail into Axle…He didn't get up…
Ryu: Axle! You…are gonna pay…with YOUR LIFE!
Orochimaru: …?
Narrator: Ryu Became Overpowered... Red Chakra Surrounded him, Forming the Onaga's Body around
his own. His eyes, burning with hatred, his Teeth, armed and sharp, his claws, seemingly
unbreakable...He was unstoppable...His eyes were fixed on Axle, that lay before him, and then
Orochimaru...
Orochimaru: So...The Beast is Unleashed, now...

Ryu: You, my weak friend, will not leave unpunished...Your soul will be mine...
Orochimaru: This must be...The Power of The King...
Narrator: Everyone saw it and was stuck with horror. He was consumed...Elena stepped in from the
shadows behind a tree with Squad Seven to watch...
Naruto: W-What's happening?
Kakashi: Ryu, Like you, has a beast inside. But this is no ordinary beast... This is the God...The King of
The Gods, Onaga: The Dragon Emperor...
Sakura: I heard about that. They said that a dragon of great girth and size attacked the village years
ago...They said it was unkillable until a mighty warrior sacrificed his life to place the dragon's Soul in a
box...
Sasuke: Then a foolish boy opened it and the dragon fused with him...It was him...
Kakashi: Correct as always.
Kurai: Wh-Who are you?
Snowie: What happened to you, Ryu...?
Ryu: Me? I...became a God...
TO BE CONTINUED

28 - “The Beast is Unleashed: Episode 2”
Narrator: Ryu attacked the Dark Sannin…
Ryu: I won't let anyone get in my way…
Orochimaru: Once I’m done with you, the Village will fall at my feet…
Elena: We better move…
Naruto: …Why?
Elena: There’s going to be a bloody war…
Narrator: The two Ninja got everyone off the field and to watch Ryu fight…
Ryu: You will die for your crimes…
Narrator: The fight was long, hard, and bloody…
Orochimaru: I will have to withdraw for a minute…I will let my pet take it from here…
Narrator: The Purple snake then slithered in front of Ryu, over towering him completely…But he didn't
care…He wanted to kill all in his way….
Ryu: I don't care what you put me through...I will Kill all that stand in my way...
TO BE CONTINUED

29 - “Orochimaru versus The Corrupted Ryu!”
Narrator: Ryu looked up with an evil grin on his face as he stood in front of Manda, The Purple Snake
whose size overlooked Ryu’s…
Orochimaru: My pet is hungry…you might not be a big meal, but Manda will be fine for a minute…
Ryu: heheheheheHAHAHAHAHA! You should be whimpering like the dog you are…this thing should be
put out of its misery…and after I’m done with it, you’re next…
Elena: He’s serious…
Dez: About what, little one?
Elena: He will put it out of its misery… and he will go after Orochimaru…
Naruto: But—
Elena: He Has Onaga…The King of the gods…
Naruto: We all know that!
Dez: Its something to ALWAYS think about…
Naruto: What do you mean?
Dez: He has a fallen God…Not much can defeat a god, especially The King of ‘em…
Naruto: oh…
Ryu: This…ends…NOW!
Narrator: At that moment, He opened his mouth wide to let loose a enormous blast of fire to consume
Manda…It did and Manda burned uncontrollably.
Ryu: Your “pet” Is a weak one at that…now for you…time to say goodbye…
Narrator: He lifted his arms, and Fire came from the floor and covered the Arena, so that he could not
escape…
Ryu: Now that you are trapped with me…you will not escape…and we will see who is strongest!
TO BE CONTINUED

30 - “Orochimaru Versus The Corrupted Ryu! (Episode 2)”
Narrator: When The Two Combatants were locked into the Field of Fire, They started to attack each
other repeatedly!
Ryu: It is Useless to resist me…you will die in this fire alone…
Orochimaru: As long as I’m here, I’ll tell you something; Look up.
Narrator: Ryu did, and saw Manda was breaking its way into the fire. Its head was the only thing able to
break in before it closed again and grabbed Ryu with its mouth. Ryu was clever, for he used his Fire
Jutsus to blow into Manda’s Mouth. The snake then let go, and he sank back in…
Ryu: It is time…
Orochimaru: hm?
Narrator: Ryu backed out of the Fire field and started closing his right fist. The Fire started to get smaller
with Orochimaru in it! When it was Small enough to crush him, he stopped and it started to float in the
air…
Ryu: This will finish you!
Narrator: He then had the Fire get smaller until it crushed him…Orochimaru couldn’t do a thing…when it
seemed like it was over, Ryu picked up a giant slab of Earth and Rock and tossed it at Orochimaru! The
blast made Orochimaru fall onto the ground in a heavy slump…
Ryu: It is over. I win…
Narrator: At that time, Manda disappeared, and Orochimaru then backed off, saying he would return,
and that time, saying someone precious would be lost…he then returned to his normal self, then fell down
in a coma...Snowie then picked him up and placed him under a tree...where they will wake him up...
TO BE CONTINUED

31 - “Ryu’s Nightmare…"
Narrator: Ryu Kozaku was in a coma…and it seemed like a normal thing for him lately…but this one was
different…his dream was horrifying…his dream took place when his father left 12 years ago…and When
Kyuubi attacked the village…
Ryu: mom, where’s daddy?
Mother: oh, ummm… You’re father is Out still.
Ryu: Out where?
Mother: Never mind that. Get to the table dear. I have dinner.
Ryu: Is it Curry?
Mother: Well, no. It’s Sushi.
Ryu: Yummy!
Narrator: In this dream, it seemed normal. But then it happened… The ground Shook, the house
trembled…
Ryu: Mom, what’s happening?!?
Mother: Earthquake! Get under the table!
Ryu: Mom? Mom! MOM!!!
Narrator: His mother left him to see what was going on. She was fine as she came in…the earthquake
stopped…for now…
Mother: Thank god it’s over… Ryu, see what going on.
Ryu: Yes, mom…
Narrator: His little feet carried him to the Office Of the Fourth Hokage…
Ryu: Where is everyone?
Narrator: He saw people Running into the forest…fighting something…He ran into a man with a kunai in
his hands...
Ryu: Mister...whats going on?

Stranger: Run, kid! This is no place for a child!!!
Ryu: Wha...!
Narrator: In reality, That was when Kyuubi attacked the village...
Kyuubi: Where....is...that BOX!?!?!
Narrator: Kyuubi saw the Litlle Ryu, scared out of his wits end...He smiled and came closer...
Kyuubi: Come, now child. you know where it hides?
Ryu: N-No I dont understand...
Kyuubi: You are pathetic at lying..tell me now and I will not kill you...
Ryu: I dont know!
Kyuubi: If you wont tell me...Then you die!
Narrator: At that Moment, The people attacked Kyuubi, one of them told him to run away...and He did,
finding the Cursed Box Unguarded...Opening it, the soul was then released!
???: Ahhh, a Body...you are now mine...
Ryu: Wha--!
Narrator: Onaga was then fused with Ryu, and so he ran back home...
Mother: You get away from the door!!
Ryu: Mom?
Narrator: His Mother was keeping a door from being opened by the townspeople. The Door flung open
and the people had knives and other weapons and started to attack her. She was ripped apart from the
head down... He was so afraid, Fire rose from his hands that burned everything! The Town burned in
flames and everyone started to scream and die! All he heard was a Deep laugh...
Ryu: MOM! NO!
Narrator: He woke up with a scream in the night...and Naruto heard it and came to visit the hospital he
was put in...
TO BE CONTINUED

32 - “Ryu is missing!”
Narrator: Naruto then headed into the Hospital, hoping to see who was screaming…
Naruto: I wonder if Sakura is still here…Sakura?
Narrator: Sakura was still there. Outside was Sakura sleeping…
Naruto: Sakura…Sakura…
Sakura; Sasuke…Please…
Naruto: SAKURA!
Sakura: NARUTO?!? Where’s Sasuke!?!
Naruto: You were dreaming.
Sakura: …And you stop me from dreaming about Sasuke?!? *Hits him*
Naruto: OW! Hey! Stop! Anyway, I heard a scream from up there. Can you help me break in?
Sakura: Yeah…sure. Who do you think it was? Was it Ryu, you think?
Naruto: It could have been. We gotta check it out.
Narrator: Sakura picked the lock to the Hospital and had it open. They got up to a room that was known
as “Room 313B”. When they arrived, they stopped…
Naruto: Ok this is the place.
Sakura: wait…This is Ryu’s Room. He could be sleeping…
Naruto: …Only one way to find out…
Narrator: They opened the door to find the room completely empty… with a big hole in the wall!
Everything was cracked, broken, even in pieces…
Sakura: What happened in here?!?
Naruto: I don’t know!
Narrator: Ryu’s Brother Neo and Elena ran in to find out what happened…

Neo: Where’s Ryu!?!
Naruto: We don’t know! We came in here when it was Empty!
Elena: We have to find him, he’s not well yet!
Narrator: So they split up to search for Ryu…while they were searching, Ryu was limping away from the
Village…
TO BE CONTINUED

33 - “Ryu is Found…”
Narrator: Naruto and Sakura ran into Snowie and Kurai on the way…
Naruto: Hey you two! Have you seen Ryu anywhere?
Snowie: No…I thought he was at the hospital…why?
Naruto: He broke out of it and now he’s running around! He’s not ready to leave yet!
Kurai: This is serious…
???: What about my buddy?
Narrator: Axle, with a mad look on his face, walked to the group coming from the east.
Naruto: He broke out. We must find him at all costs!
Axle: Well, he’s my friend, so I’ll go look for him.
Naruto: We’ll all look for him. He’s missing and he’s not well…
Sakura: We don't know where to look though…
???: I know where.
Naruto: S-Suki?
Narrator: Suki walked behind Naruto. She told where he could be…at an old graveyard not far away…
Naruto: Then Let’s go. We should get Neo for this; he can talk to his older brother.
Sakura: We should get everyone on the case…
Narrator: So they did. Sakura told Kiba, which he told Gaara, and so on…after a few minutes, every Ninja
in the Village knew… and were searching. The Ninja from the Chunin Exams (That means From
Shikamaru down to Hinata) all came down in an area to split into their squads… Neo was informed with
Elena where he could be found. So they went there, and to their surprise, they found him. He was crying
on a grave…Naruto and the squad hurried on…
Ryu: …Neo…get away…
Neo: I’m your brother, Ryu. I wont leave you.

Ryu: …Don't you understand? I’m a killer…*looks down* these…cruel hands...tainted with the blood of
hundreds…I will never leave my past behind…because it will follow me forever…
Naruto: *Grabs Him* YOU’RE STRONGER THAN THIS!!!
Ryu: …get off…me…or else…you will die too…
Narrator: Naruto wouldn’t listen…he wouldn't leave a friend like this. Soon, everyone came and saw…Ryu
was enraged…Onaga took control!
Ryu: Now, my boy…you will see the true power of the gods!!!
TO BE CONTINUED

34 - “Ryu versus Naruto: The First Blood! (part 1)”
Narrator: The two stared each other down…in an attempt to scared the other down…

Naruto: Time to end this, Ryu. Just go home, I don't want to hurt you…
Ryu: RYU IS NOT HERE, IT IS ONLY ONAGA!!!!
Narrator: Ryu using a barrage of flames attacked Naruto…Naruto was consumed immensely!!!
Naruto: man…I can’t take another attack…
Narrator: It seemed like the end, so Naruto Called upon the power of Kyuubi to balance power out
between the two…and so the Fight began…
TO BE CONTINUED

35 - “Onaga, The Dragon Emperor Appears…”
Narrator: When Naruto Called Upon Kyuubi’s Energies to heal him, Ryu was completely consumed by
the Darkness…against his will…Onaga Spoke with Ryu’s Body.
Onaga: This is the End, Boy…I created this Earth…and I can destroy it just as easily…
Naruto: Ryu, you got to fight it! I know you! You’re Stronger than this!
Onaga: Foolish boy…you know nothing of my power…
Naruto: I have power too!
Onaga: I know of this inferior power…Kyuubi is within you, and he was supposed to break me free…
Naruto: What…?
Onaga: I was put in a Cursed Chest for 12 years…Until Kyuubi was sent out for my soul to be retrieved…
Elena: Enough! Let go of my friend NOW!
Onaga: Ah… Elena…I know of you…
Elena: Wait…how?
Onaga: Ryu and I share a mind together…and he has been thinking of you…
Elena: Huh? But…
Onaga: He loves you, Elena…ever since the exams…about a few days ago…a “crush” would be the
appropriate word for this…
Elena: *blushes* oh…
Onaga: But now he is under my control…we are one…we are but two souls: Bound by fate…
Naruto: That’s not true…
Onaga: He was the one to kill his own mother…everyone in the village fled from him, and everyone who
didn't acknowledge him as a force…died in the open fire…
Naruto: That…that’s untrue…
Onaga: He was frightened by my apprentice’s looks and size…everything has changed…and now you will

die, and I will destroy this world…and fix it in my image!!!
Elena: Not if we have anything to say about it!
Axle: He's my buddy! He even saved me. And I’ll do the same…
Kurai: He helped me stand up to my father…
Narrator: That set off the Ninjas…and The attacks began…The Village Genin and Chunnin ran forward…
TO BE CONTINUED

36 - “Onaga: First Form…”
Narrator: Naruto, Using Kyuubi’s Power he lunged forth and punched Ryu furiously…and Onaga was
getting Annoyed.
Onaga: Foolish mortal of this earth, you have not seen any of my power yet…Taste Fire, you fly!
Narrator: Naruto looked up, and Ryu was flying in the air, throwing fireballs everywhere! Shikamaru
noticed a pattern in his attacks…
Shikamaru: Naruto! There is a pattern in his steps! Dodge, then attack!
Naruto: I see, ok!
Narrator: Onaga then changed his strategy. Naruto only knew the first pattern, but got over the bump.
He went Defensive, then offensive.
Naruto: Take This!!!!
Narrator: Naruto then hammered his fists into Ryu…punch-by-punch and more still… Onaga only became
more angered by this…
Onaga: You think this is a game, boy? This it’s game…OVER!!!!
Narrator: Ryu then became enraged and clawed Naruto to the ground…and he didn’t get up…and just
when Ryu was going to finish the job…a Kunai smacked him clear in the face!
Onaga: WHO DARES WOUND THE KING OF GODS!?!?!?!
Narrator: A girl was standing in a Taijutsu stance proudly with Might Guy (AKA Miato Gai) along with
Kakashi, Asuma, and the other Jonin… Even Dez and Kairi was there!
???: It is I Tora! HEHE! Bring it!
Onaga: You…will pay for your insolence!
Narrator: Ryu was then Transformed…Dark Chakra formed around him to form the Dragon itself…it was
stage 2…
TO BE CONTINUED

37 - “Onaga: Second Form…”
Narrator: After the Chakra Overflowed, He attacked Tora with extreme Speed…
Onaga: Now you will feel the wrath of Thunder! Dragon Thunder!!!
Narrator: Ryu Started to be electrified, and then he shot a bolt of lightning into the Sky. When it hit the
Shy, Is started to rain…and thunder was heard…
Kakashi: This is bad. We need to find a way to calm him down….
Might Guy: How about we do Battle then eh? A—Hahahahaha!
Rock Lee: Gai Sensei, Should I use my forbidden technique?
Might Guy: No, Lee! That is WAAY too dangerous!
Onaga: Taste The Power of Lightning!
Narrator: Lightning struck the ground furiously! Axle Jumped around trying not to get hit, and succeeded!
He then Used Burning Konoha to push Ryu away… Lee then started kicking him repeatedly, and Kurai
used Snakes to bite his neck…
Onaga: Why you…this is IT!
Narrator: He was about to throw a bolt at Tora, but then…Chihiro Arrived! Along with Luna and Hexa!
They kicked Ryu in the Face!
Onaga: Gaarrrggg! Where…do you KEEP COMING FROM!!!
All Three: It’s OVER!!
Narrator: He then started to glow red…Along with the Red Chakra, he grew fangs and his claws were
bigger and started to grow scales…He was at Stage Three…
TO BE CONTINUED

38 - “Onaga: Third Form…”
Narrator: After his newer transformation, he started beating his wings to create a tornado…
Onaga: You see…for every transformation He induces…His power doubles! I can control all elements…
Snowie: This looks bad…very bad…
Chihiro: I heard everything. When his anger rises or when depression sets in, Onaga can control Ryu
more easily. Ryu doesn’t have a curse seal, so that’s why Ryu can be controlled…
Elena: That’s right…
Onaga: Yes…it is true…but no one can destroy me…now that the one that I fear is gone…
Elena: Who?
Onaga: My Little Puppet’s Father…
???: *Coming from two people* Ryu!!!
Onaga: What is that annoying buzz?
???: I’m his Brother!
Ryu: …Neo…
???: And I’m his Sister that he adopted along time ago, Suki!
Ryu: …Suki…Neo…Elena…anyone…help..me…I’m in pain…
Onaga: I am your master and you will never defy me!
Narrator: The Tornado was unleashed, and it caught the trio on the spot! Onaga made Ryu speed right
into the fray, after an exchange of blows, Ryu was pushed back more!
Onaga: Looks like I’ll need more power…
Narrator: Ryu grew a tail, and his feet grew talons, it was his fourth form…one more to go…
TO BE CONTINUED

39 - “Onaga: Fourth Form…”
Narrator: The Dragon then attacked with a combination of the other attacks…He used fire to combine
with the tornado, The Dragon Thunder was used afterward to shield himself…
Suki: There is GOT to be a way to beat that flare ball!
Neo: Hang on… I could be a decoy!
Elena: No, it’s too dangerous!
Neo: No other way!
Onaga: You will all perish…you should be proud to be devoured by the king of gods!
Narrator: Neo then ran up to Ryu and kept making fun of him, Onaga was annoyed at this so he tried to
fry his butt, while Suki and Elena tried to grab him…
Onaga: Young boy…come here and I will make you feel no pain in death!
Neo: Come on, Dragon Butt! You cant catch…Me?!
Onaga: You will not escape me!
Narrator: Onaga jumped up and slammed the ground to create an earthquake! Everyone was effected
by it!
Onaga: Now…you will face the REAL me! FACE THE WRATH OF THE KING OF GODS!!!!
Narrator: Onaga was unleashed….His final form was shown…
TO BE CONTINUED

40 - "ONAGA: AWAKENED..."
Narrator: The King has Been Released…all hope is lost…
Neo: Oh, Man! We’re Screwed!
Suki: There is one way…
Elena: How is that?
Suki: If we combine Power strong enough…
Naruto: It’ll be enough to get through his barriers!
Kiba: I get it now…
Akamaru: Bark!
Shino: We have got to end this before it’s too late!
Gaara: …then let’s settle this…
Temari and Kankaro: …yes, we agree…
Shikamaru: I’m with you all the way, Naruto.
Sakura: Me, Too! We’ll be distractions while you power up!
Dez: Darling, I’ve been ready for a while…finally action!
Luna and Hexa: Ready!!
Hinata: …Naruto…I’m willing to help you…
Rock Lee: THIS WILL BE THE ULTIMATE TEST!
Might Guy: Ahahaha! Go Youth!
Tenten: They’re they go again!
Neji: They never stop…
Tora: YeeeeHaw! Let’s Go!!!

Kurenai: Be careful. This is a god we’re talking about.
Chihiro: You’ve got my vote on beating this dude!
Kakashi: Be careful, Naruto!
Asuma: Very well. Team, This is it!
Axle: Hang on, buddy…we’re coming!
Kurai: Axle, Let me help!
Sasuke: …Ready…
Gigi: *sighs* Ready when you are, Sasuke…
Naruto: All right, HERE WE GO!!!
Narrator: The minute Naruto attacked, so did the rest! Blow after Blow, Onaga was completely
outnumbered! So he started his Offence…
Onaga: Hope you like the cold…Winter Suffocation!!!
Narrator: A Blast of Icy wind and ice shard started to impale everyone! The kept moving, even in pain…
Kiba: Akamaru, Time to stop this attack!
Akamaru: Bark! Bark!
Narrator: They teamed up to perform the Jutsu “Wolf Fang Over Fang” To get close enough to hit him
in the gut…and succeeded! Shino called upon his insects to bind up his wings, and Hinata got to use
Byakugan to show his weak point…and it was in the Heart, where Ryu was…
Onaga: This will end now! You are only delaying you deaths!!!
TO BE CONTINUED

41 - “It is a God’s War…”
EDITOR’S NOTE: THANK YOU, BOTH DANLOVESTOEATFOOD AND ANDR28A FOR THE MOVES
ONAGA HAS, AND FOR RYU’S MOVE HE WILL LEARN ONE DAY…
Narrator: Onaga then used the Flaming tornado to sweep the bugs off his wings and burn them as well.
And as for Kiba he swiped him off using his fire breath…
Onaga: Don't you see? This is a war…it is a God’s war… a war impossible to have victory in…
Tora: You wanna bet, big guy?!?
Onaga: There is no escape from me…Gggggrrrrraaaahhhh! Terra Devastation!!!
Narrator: He shook the ground with the stomp from his foot… it really was devastating! It shook the
ground and flew rock and into the air! It was raining boulders!!!
Naruto: GAH!!! SENSEI, LOOK OUT!
Kakashi: Watch yourself right now Naruto!
Narrator: Kakashi Hatake dodged the rocks with ease. He then teamed up with Might Guy (Miato Gai)
and Asuma to hold Onaga back…while everyone got away…
Asuma: Everyone stay back!
Naruto: But—
Might Guy: We said Stay back!
Onaga: Well, it is time to wash you all away…YAH! DEVIL’S WATER!!
Narrator: When he lifted his hands in the air, Water started to be seeped from the ground…it was forming
a wave…and to put it in a offensive, he combined the Dragon Thunder to give it a “shocking” sensation
to anyone dumb enough to get caught…
Axle: All right, time I did something about this, I am not staying on the sideline! Hydrogon!
Onaga: What is this power…?
Axle: Oh, this? I got a little while back. This does something special though…try to figure it out!
Narrator: this angered Onaga, so he was about to blow his top…

TO BE CONTINUED

42 - “Naruto Fights Back!”
Narrator: Naruto then watched as his sensei was beaten senseless…
Naruto: Kakashi-Sensei!
Kakashi: N-Naruto…stand back!
Sakura: This has gotta end!
Sasuke: …
Narrator: Naruto yelled at the top of his lungs, using the Fox’s chakra, he lunged forth at Onaga and
pushed him hard…until a portal opened behind Onaga... the portal closed on them both…
Sakura: Naruto!
Narrator: They tumbled downward, Onaga teleported somewhere else, and Naruto slammed against the
hard floor….
Naruto: Owww… where am I…?
Narrator: Naruto noticed a Picture Frame…and it was blank…He walked up to it and touched it…and his
hand went through it…what will happen?

TO BE CONTINUED

43 - “A Trip Down Memory Lane…”
Narrator: Naruto then Jumped into the Blank Frame…and Saw fire…everywhere…
Naruto: Where am I now? Huh…Elena?
Narrator: Elena dropped from the sky…apparently; she also jumped into the portal before it closed…and
so did a few others…
Naruto: Elena? It that really you?
Elena: Yep, it’s me. I know where we are. We are in Ryu’s Mind…
Naruto: What do you mean?
Elena: We are in his mind, meaning when we went into the portal, we can see his past…
Naruto: Then…. what is this?
Elena: This is different…I don't know this…
Narrator: They look at the fire and see Ryu’s Dark past…and what could be his future…
Elena: What is this…?
Narrator: They see the younger Ryu, his mother…and what happened to them both…
Naruto: That’s…awful…I never knew… he met the fox before…anything happened…. and his mother…and
after, the boy carrying his baby brother away…
Elena: …It really does…hurt…to lose someone like that…
Naruto: after that, another portal opened…and they jumped inside to find axle…
TO BE CONTINUED

44 - “Axle Appears, and Ryu’s Feeling are heard!”
Narrator: After they jumped into the portal, they found axle…
Axle: OoOOoooggggghhh…. man, that hurt!
Elena: Axle! Are you Ok?
Axle: Yeah, Yeah…but I got POUNDED….
Elena: By what???
Axle: I think they were dragons…yeah! They were! Anyway, I beat ‘em back! Anyway…where are we?
Elena: I think this is an alternate dimension based on Ryu’s Mind…
Axle: What?
Naruto: Don't you get it? Onaga made this World to confuse us!
Elena: I don't know if the danger here is real or not, but we must be careful…
Axle: Don't worry; if anyone gets in my way, I’ll smother any beasts with a knuckle sandwich!
Naruto: Who do you think you are, Chuck Norris?!? We don't know if there is anyone left!
Elena: We could be the only people that jumped in…
Axle: We couldn’t be…
Naruto: We wont find out sitting here!
Elena: Naruto’s Right! And Besides, We must find Ryu! He might be in trouble…or worse…I can’t believe
he…loves me… maybe…maybe he’s not so bad….
Naruto: Ok, He does. I looked at his Diary hoping to find his Jutsu list, and I found this…
Narrator: Naruto handed a piece of paper to Elena. She read it and it said: “Dear Diary, I found
someone that I think I have fallen in love with. Her name is Elena. She is the most beautiful girl I have
ever seen, I…never really had this felling…this “love”…I hope one day, I might go out with her, maybe
even marry her one day… Signed, Ryu Kozaku.” Those words made her cry; She never thought this one
boy would like her…
Elena: We have to find him now. It’s not too late I know it!

Narrator: And so, they ran into the distance to find another empty frame and jumped in it to find…
TO BE CONTINUED

45 - "Neo is found: On top of the Volcano!”
Narrator: They jumped into the Frame to see an ocean of Lava.
Elena: Man…it’s hot…
Naruto: Must be a place Ryu was in his childhood…
Axle: Bad place for childhood memories…
Narrator: In the middle of the area was a huge volcano. That volcano was named “Mount Volvagus”. Up
on top was Neo. He was caught in a cage…
Neo: Guys! Up Here!
Narrator: They looked up to see the kid in the cage. They promised they would go up the mountain…and
when they did…
Neo: Finally!
Elena: Where’s the Key?
Neo: It’s inside the Volcano!
Axle: I don't need a key!
Narrator: Axle hit the Bars with Burning Konoha only to be shocked!
Neo: You really DO think you’re Chuck Norris, huh?
Axle: Eh…shut up…
Elena: I’ll get it.
Neo: this big monster Onaga Created guards it. Careful down there…
Elena: I will…
Narrator: Elena went down into the Volcano to the Core. It was a Giant Platform floating on top of
Magma…and then…. it came… A big Creature made of Rock appeared on the field! It Roared and stared
down at Elena…and talked in a booming voice.
Rock Monster: I am Rolus, The Guardian of the Mountain. I have the Key to your friend’s cage. If you
want it back, you must defeat me first.

Elena: Very well. I accept your challenge.
Narrator: The Minute she did, they bowed. And then Rolus attacked her…
TO BE CONTINUED

46 - “Rolus versus Elena: The fight for Neo's Freedom!”
Narrator: Rolus started taking Boulders from his body and chucked them at Elena, but She was faster!
She dodged all of them and stared on the offense…
Elena: Take This! Chakra Explosion Jutsu!
Narrator: She liquefied a bit of her chakra, and sent it inside the cracks in the monster’s body. As soon
as it hit the core, the chakra exploded! But…the monster only repaired itself…
Rolus: Ahhh…. that’s better…. the reason why it didn’t work is because I’m a rock monster. It doesn’t
affect me. I can repair…
Elena: Oh boy….
Narrator: Rolus stared to run for Elena, and as she stood, waiting for the right moment. Rolus missed
and stopped right at the edge!
Rolus: You meant that!
Elena: Sure did! Now then…
Narrator: She started to run. She jumped, and kicked his back. That caused Rolus to fall into the
Magma! She thought it was over, until he jumped out, completely covered in magma.
Rolus: As long as I have life, I will not be beaten!
Narrator: Rolus started punching and magma started dripping off, and as Elena dodged…he hardened!
Rolus: Whaaaa—
Elena Ha! My turn, now!
Narrator: Elena then used Chakra Explosion Jutsu once more, and this time he couldn’t do anything
about it…he burst into pieces and the key laid on the floor…it had an “N” on it…
Elena: Who said I couldn’t win!
Narrator: As she walked up the stairs, she heard a big thud back in the arena. She looked and saw a
Hammer…
Elena: Huh, *went back picking it up* I’m surprised he didn’t use this…hmmm…I wonder if its some kind
of…battle trophy?

Narrator: As she pondered, she carried both the key and The Hammer back to the cage, The Hammer
was strapped on her back, only if she needed to pound something in or not… She unlocked the cage and
let Neo free…
Neo: Thanks, Elena!
Axle: What, no thanks for me?
Naruto: you got electrocuted, nothing else happened…
Axle: Shut up…
Elena: Stop it!
Narrator: Another Portal opened…they must be getting close….
TO BE CONTINUED

47 - “Kurai and Tora are found: Inside the Pyramids!”
Narrator: The Portal tossed them in a sandy area…
Elena: What is this place now?
Naruto: Is it me, or are most of the places getting hotter…?
Elena: Its just you.
Narrator: After a quick look-around, Naruto spotted a temple…
Naruto: That looks like that has water…
Neo: It looks shady…
Axle: Looks like it’s better than staying here!
Narrator: So they opened the door to the pyramid and found Tora and Kurai in another cage.
Axle: Is this going to shock me too?
Kurai: no…it’ll burn you though…
Axle: ugh….
Elena: Where’s the key this time?
Tora: MAN! NO KEY, MAN! ONLY PUZZLES!!!
Naruto: okay…. that was weird…
Neo: I can do this one! I did a lot of puzzles!
Kurai: Don’t get yourself blown up, ok?
Neo: ok…
Narrator: A door opened, and the trial began…
TO BE CONTINUED

48 - “The Trials Await: Neo’s Turn to shine!”
Narrator: As soon as Neo got through the door, the door locked itself. He was trapped… He saw a long
corridor…
Neo: Weird… I guess I have no choice now but to go in…
Narrator: He walked through and saw another door with inscriptions on it…he looked at them
suspiciously…
Neo: huh, that’s strange…they look like a mixed up puzzle…
Narrator: he took off a piece, mixed the puzzle to form on the wall what looked like Anubis…
Neo: Huh…Never seen that before…
Narrator: When the Door puzzle was finished, the door opened, and he walked right in, suspecting a
trap…
Neo: Ok, now that I know what to expect, I can go around…
Narrator: Neo went through a maze before he got to the final puzzle. It wasn’t a door puzzle, but it
seemed like a crazy puzzle at that…it was on a stone platform, and it had tablets of all kinds…
Neo: *looks up to see a symbol* Huh…
Narrator: As soon as he saw it, it vanished before his own eyes. He was now supposed to choose a
tablet…
Neo: he touched one, and he was smacked with a rock out of nowhere!
Neo: Ow…. where did that come from?!?
Narrator: He touch three more…this time he was shocked, burned, and smacked with another rock…
Neo: oooowwwww…
Narrator: he touched one more with his eyes closed…and it was dumb luck. The next door opened to
show an enormous empty room…and he went in…
TO BE CONTINUED

49 - “The King of the Desert Appears!”
Narrator: Neo went inside the Room only to find out that it was a tomb.
Neo: Nothing…oh well, I’ll just lead myself…out?
Narrator: The door closed on him… to keep him there…just then, a small insect, perhaps a beetle, was
buzzing around him…he was getting annoyed…
Neo: Leave me alone… stupid bug…*Smashes it with his hands* Ha! Bet you wont bother me now!
Narrator: Neo was looking for a way out…but then, he heard someone breathe on him…and a low growl…
Neo: what the heck was that?
Narrator: He looked behind him and saw a giant Armored Mummy that was holding a scepter…
???: I AM MONRAH, KING OF THE DESERT! YOU HAVE DISTURBED MY TOMB AND HAVE
DESTROYED A SACRED SYMBOL! YOU NOW MUST FIGHT ME FOR THE PRIVELEDGE TO LEAVE
MY TOMB ALIVE!
Neo: eeehh? *Shivering*
Monrah: YOU SHALL DIE HERE ALONE! RRRRRAAAAHHHHHH!
Neo: uh oh…
Narrator: The King of the Desert attacked using energy orbs from the scepter. Neo was hit a few times,
but got back up on his feet. He looked around the place for flammable material. He saw a pot with a
brown dust-like substance…
Neo: ah Ha! Now to light it…
Monrah: FOOL! YOU WILL DIE HERE AND BE MY ETERNAL SLAVE! GUARDS, SLAY THE BOY!
Narrator: Mummies from all over surrounded Neo, but before they could do anything, Neo lit the pot
using Monrah’s Scepter. Neo edged him on to shoot him once more, and so he did. It hit the pot and it
exploded. The blast hit everyone, and the mummies were on fire due to their bandages…
Monrah: NOOOO! I WILL RETURN, BOY! YOU CANNOT DEFEAT A KING!!! *Burns away, and the
scepter is the only thing left*
Neo: Heh, That’s what they all say!

Narrator: The Scepter shined a golden glow, and Neo couldn’t help but pick it up. When he returned to
the group, they were free, and another portal opened, to find themselves in a cave…
TO BE CONTINUED

50 - “Another trip in the darkness: Ryu is Close!”
Narrator: They hopped into the portal, only to find themselves in a cave…
Axle: Another trip down memory lane?
Elena: Not that I know of, He could’ve been everywhere.
Naruto: Hey…where’s anybody? Isn’t they’re supposed a cage around here? Did we get everyone?
Elena: Maybe…
Narrator: As they exited the cave, they entered a dark, stormy scene near the sea. All they saw was a
dock and a speedboat for two…
Axle: I’ll see what’s out there…
Kurai: I’ll go too.
Tora: don't die!!!
Kurai: Don't say that, please.
Elena: Don't worry about her…
Narrator: And off the two went…and as they sped off, they were covered in darkness…
TO BE CONTINUED

51 - “The Terror Awaits: The Sea Serpent Appears!"
Narrator: As they got further from the land, they went through the darkness to see a huge door. They
went through it, and it locked on them…and they couldn’t see a thing…
Axle: Man…do you see anything?
Kurai: …Nope. Nothing.
Narrator: They felt some sort of cold wind coming from the front of them and then…they heard a low
growl…a growl that sent chills up their spines…
Axle: The Hell was that!?
Kurai: I cant tell…. where a light?
Axle: Found one…
Narrator: He turned on a lantern he found on his right…but he wished he hadn’t…a huge monster…a sea
serpent, appeared in front of them. The Monster’s name…was Kragor…the creature screamed in the
night, like a banshee…
Axle: GAAAAHHHHH! TURN IT AROUND!!!
Kurai: THE DOOR IS LOCKED!!!
Narrator: And so the battle in the locked arena began… and, between you and me, but Sakura, Shizu,
and Ryu’s Cousin, Sachi, was trapped inside…
TO BE CONTINUED

52 - “Inside the Belly of the Serpent!”
Narrator: Axle and Kurai were looking at the beast square in the eyes…and the serpent didn't like it…
Axle: TURN IT AROUND!!!
Kurai: I CAN’T, DAMMIT!!!
Narrator: They sped around the beast to escape its grasp, but they did not prevail. Kragor grabbed them
out of the boat and swallowed them whole… down they went…only to find Sakura, Sachi, and Shizu; down
there as well…
Axle: Ewwww….
Kurai: Same with me…Sakura?
Sakurai: Kurai, Its so nice to see another friendly face here…
Axle: You mean in here?
Sachi: Have you seen my Cousin?
Axle: …you’re Ryu’s Cousin? You’re a cousin in the Kozaku Clan?
Sachi: Yep, I saw a big puff of smoke when I was training for my first ever mission.
Kurai: Why were you not at the Exams?
Sachi: I was, just after your group. Ryu came first.
Axle: Anyway…Let’s get outta here!
Shizu: We can’t. We’ve tried everything you idiot…
Axle: HEY! Shut Up! And besides, you don't know how good I am at stompin’ some monster butt!
Narrator: He used Burning Konoha to blow a hole through the monster and they escaped on the
boat…but the monster healed…. and it was coming…
TO BE CONTINUED

53 - “The Team Strikes Back!”
Narrator: As the monster swam forward, Axle stopped the boat and lunged at Kragor, giving him a
Burning Konoha to the eye…
Kurai: Axle, what are you doing?!
Axle: Killing this abomination!
Kurai: That thing ate us! It might do it again!
Axle: Not if I beat it to a pulp!
Kurai: Oh, man…. I better help him…
Narrator: At that moment, she summoned snakes that could float on the water to keep the monster at
bay, but the beast was too focused on the boat… it screamed into the night once more, and that’s when
Sakura got up…and Sachi and Shizu as well… The jumped out of the boat and tackled the great serpent
until it was worn out…
Axle: Now that it’s settled down…
Narrator: The monster wasn’t really after them at all, but was only hungry. It wasn’t fed in a while, and
there was no fish…
Kurai: I have this Rice ball…
Narrator: It ate it like it was nothing. And then it didn't do anything at all. Instead, it picked them up and
took them back to the beach…
TO BE CONTINUED

54 - “The Truth…”
Narrator: Kragor, the Serpent that could actually to speak, carried the ninja across the waters…
Kragor: I am terribly sorry about what happened.
Axle: Wait, you could talk this entire time?
Kragor: It’s different for animals like myself…I am the god of the seas. Onaga captured me and sent me
here. I cannot escape here because of a marking Onaga put on my head.
Kurai: That’s horrible…
Kragor: Thanks to you though, I could eat. There is nothing her, but water.
Kurai: I have a question. Did you see a boy and a Dragon?
Kragor: I have. Are their Names Ryu and Torashu?
Sakura: Yes!
Kragor: I have a bit ago. Onaga was carrying someone in his claws, and I think it was they…
Kurai: We need to Find Them!
Kragor: I could open a small portal to them, but first you must find the real king of the gods...
Tora: What!?!
Kragor: The King will tell you everything. I cannot. Go now, and Help save Ryu, and the rest of the gods!
If Ryu defeats Onaga and seals him inside again, i will be free!
Narrator: And that's when Kragor sent them away...
TO BE CONTINUED

55 - “Stairway to Heaven!”
Narrator: As they were teleported to a seemingly empty chamber of darkness, a stairway appeared
before their eyes!
Axle: …The Hell is that!?
Kurai: Looks like…stairs…
Shizu: Is this the way to the Gods?
Naruto: I guess so! What are we waiting for?
Sakura: Wait is everyone here?
Sachi: *counts everyone* Yep! They’re here!
Narrator: They climbed up those stairs and ended up in the clouds. As they walked, they came across a
golden door. A Huge door, standing above them at a great height…
Naruto: This must be it…
Narrator: They walked up to it, and then the door opened by itself… as they moved through a great hall,
they found a great White Dragon. It opened its eyes and spoke…
???: Ah, you must be the ones mentioned…Welcome to the Realm of the gods…
Narrator: The stared at the great beast with wide eyes, and then it was about to tell its tale…
TO BE CONTINUED

56 - “The Dragon’s Tale…”
Narrator: The Dragon’s Name was Gandora, the True King of the gods.
Gandora: Many eons ago, the planet was created using Onaga and my own power. We created the
heavens. We made the sun with our fire…
Elena: Yeah, but what about Onaga now?
Gandora: My brother wanted to obtain the throne, and we did battle. It took long before the victor was
clear, and we almost put the world we created into eternal darkness…I won in the end, but by a thread. I
banished him to a world without light, a World of Hell. He didn’t mind it at all, and he wanted out after
awhile…He got out and fought me again, and this time he won, but it wasn’t enough…
Naruto: What do you mean?
Gandora: After Humanity became great in numbers, and villages were created, Onaga attacked the
earth, and with the help of Nine Demons of Great Strength, He destroyed most of them…But, Selected
few became The Champions of my own, and with my guidance, they came over the monsters, and were
sealed away inside children.
Naruto: Is that why…I have…The Nine-Tailed fox?
Gandora: Yes, my child. Ryu as you know, holds my brother deep within his soul; It’s different from a
Demon like Kyuubi…
Naruto: What do you mean?
Gandora: You see… a god is more powerful than any other being, because of the knowledge they have
over them. We created everything. The only thing we do not know is how we came to be first. Onaga
went after the world, thinking he could control it with fear. But my greatest Champion Defeated him, but
with his own Life. His name was Maro Kozaku: Ryu’s Father.
Naruto: He must’ve been a great man.
Elena: What do you want us to do?
Tora: We’ll do anything!
Gandora: You must Find Ryu. I heard that Onaga was in another portal. I know which one, but then you
must Get Ryu out and back to me.
Narrator: And So, with the knowledge they have gained from the God King, They slipped into another
portal to meet up at an Underworld…

TO BE CONTINUED

57 - “Ryu: Through the Eyes of Madness…”
Narrator: Ryu woke up in a dark and empty room…he looked around and found that Torashu was still
with him….
Ryu: Tor…Torashu?
Torashu: Ryu! You’re awake! Good, we need to leave this place!
Ryu: Where…Where are we…?
Torashu: I don't know, but it doesn’t matter. We’ve got to get outta here.
Ryu: Ok…
Narrator: As soon as Ryu got up, he heard a growling sound… He looked around, hoping he could see,
but he couldn’t…as he walked around in a hall, the noise grew…
Ryu: Ugh, where is that coming from?
Narrator: He was about to find out. As soon as he asked, a Stomach-churning monster appeared from
the darkness and jumped on Ryu, toppling him over! This monster ran on four legs, appeared to have no
skin, showing its muscle, and had a human skull face, but It sprang out its neck, hoping to tear Ryu to
shreds with its jagged teeth, but Ryu pushed it off! He used His claw gloves to slice at its face to stun it
for a second before he ran!
Ryu: What was that thing!
Torashu: I don't know, but keep running!
Narrator: Ryu ran until he found a door. He opened it before the monster attacked him…and behind it
was more darkness…. and more growling…
TO BE CONTINUED

58 - “Torashu comes out…”
Narrator: As soon as Ryu Closed the Door, he heard more growling…and he knew it was in front of him…
Ryu: Oh, man…
Narrator: Torashu then lit a torch to see more grotesque monsters approaching…
Torashu: Ryu, you have to fight them to get out of here…
Ryu: I am NOT Fighting these weirdoes…
Torashu: Fine…if you won’t, I will…
Narrator: Torashu hasn’t fought anything for years, ever since His Friend, Maro Kozaku, Fought the
Demon King twelve years ago…but now he came out of retirement of fighting to protect his friend’s
descendant. If there was any time to, it was now! He flew out of his cozy Backpack and grew to a
enormous size! Ryu looked at the great dragon and knew he had to move from the fight and leave!
Torashu: I’ll catch up! GET OUT OF HERE, RYU!
Ryu: But Torashu!
Torashu: NO BUTS! JUST GO!!!
Narrator: As soon as he left, Things for Torashu were getting grim… Would he be all right? What is in
store for Ryu? And What about the Others? There must be some more left that need saving!

TO BE CONTINUED

59 - “Torashu: Reawakened!”
Narrator: Torashu was locked in combat with at least three of the demons. He held his own for a minute
or so, but he couldn’t hold on forever…at the second he was beaten around, one of the monsters started
to talk…
Demon 1: You are weak, Torashu…
Demon 2: The Boy will die here…
Demon 3: And so will the others…and Master will be happy….
Torashu: Ryu is a self-dependant young man; he can get out of here without me.
Demon 2: He will be slaughtered in Master’s Presence…
Torashu: Unlike what you believe, he’s a crafty boy…
Demon 1: Enough talk…Time to die…
Narrator: The Demons attacked Torashu one by one, without giving Torashu any time to think. Torashu
was mighty, but he fought so long ago and lost his strength. He was crowded into a corner of the hall…
Demons: You are weak, and you shall fall…everyone will be enslaved, one and all….
Torashu: I wont let your master kill my friend…not again!
Narrator: Torashu found his inner strength to fight back. He used his size to his advantage and whipped
his tail to push back the demons while he shrunk back. He used his small size to slither away from them.
As he tried to escape, a demon attacked again once more, so he used his fire breath to get away. He
found Ryu and went inside the Backpack. And as they ran off, he found the Naruto and company…
TO BE CONTINUED

60 - “The Last Remaining Ninjas!”
Narrator: Ryu escaped from the Demons to find his Friends in the same room…
Ryu: Naruto?!?
Naruto: Ryu?!?
Neo: NEO! …Sorry….
Elena: Ryu! You’re safe!
Ryu: Uh…*blush* Yeah, I am….
Elena: You know, Naruto showed me this…
Narrator: Elena pulled out the Piece of paper Naruto Gave her with Ryu’s Diary Submission in it… She
blushed and kissed him on the cheek…
Sakura: Aww…that's so sweet…
Torashu: Enough of that now! We still have at least a few other people to find!
Shizu: Who are we Missing?
Torashu: Well, for starters, where’s Dez, That girl in the black cloak? And Snowie? And Sasuke?
Tora: Oh, Right! LET’S GO!!!
Narrator: And With That, They took off following Tora. After the Last Ninja are found, Gandora Awaits!
TO BE CONTINUED

61 - “The answers are Behind the Portal!"
Narrator: As we left off…
Ryu: I don't understand, though…I should be dead right now…
Naruto: What do you mean?
Ryu: I read somewhere that if the Demon that is with the host is extracted, in any possible way the host
dies. And the only way to bring them back is by bringing back the demon. I don't understand it. Onaga’s
Gone…but why am I still here?
Kurai: Maybe Gandora has some answers…
Ryu: Hm?
Sakura: Just follow us. We met him and he knows a lot.
Ryu: If you say so…
Narrator: As soon as they turned to another hall, they heard footsteps…that are getting louder really
quickly.
Elena: Oh, no…Not again…
Ryu: We should head out…
Tora: RIGHT!
All: SHH!
Narrator: They waited until the demons left, and headed for the door and found a blue Portal to
Gandora’s Lair. They jumped in and then it came to the one thing in Ryu’s Mind: Why is he not dead?
And how can He stop this madness? Find out in the next Chapter…
TO BE CONTINUED

62 - "The Truth is told..."
Narrator: Ryu thought to himself as he got to the Throne Room with Gandora looking at him.
Gandora: Ryu, I am glad to see you…
Ryu: Are you the guy that my friends were talking about?
Gandora: Yes. I am Gandora, the True King of the gods. You have been summoned here to me because
this kingdom needs you. You are my newest Champion.
Ryu: How come I’m not dead?
Gandora: Onaga may be free, but he is still connected to you…
Ryu: What do you mean?
Naruto: I don’t get it…
Sakura: I think I know…
Gandora: Ryu, you have been a host for Onaga for 12 long years. You haven’t known this, but you have
a special connection with Onaga.
Ryu: Now I get it…
Gandora: Onaga could have killed you and left you, but for a reason he kept you maybe he is growing
soft but you have more work to do.
Ryu: Huh? What else do you gotta put me through?!
Gandora: More people are in need of rescue. First, is Snowie, then Dez, Chihiro, Mitsusa, then…Sasuke.
Ryu: Right…
Gandora: You must find them. I can take you to them, but it is up to you to get them out.
Ryu: Are they back there?
Gandora: Yes, but in another part of The Underworld. Onaga isn’t there at the time, so it should be a
little bit safer…
Ryu: So…ok, I’ll just find them all then, then what?

Gandora: Then…it is the Final Test. Ryu, my boy…you must fight Onaga Alone…
Ryu: What!?!
Gandora: Ryu, you are the only one capable of defeating Onaga. He plans to destroy what we created. If
you do not, the World will be shattered…
Ryu: How?
Gandora: I don’t know how he will… But that is all I can tell. You must leave, at once.
Naruto: What about us?
Gandora: For now, you must leave, and hope for the best.
Naruto: I am NOT LEAVING MY FRIENDS!
Sakura: Naruto! Calm down! There’s nothing we can do!
Naruto: What if Onaga comes down to The Village?!
Gandora: Then you will help Ryu defeat Him. For Now, Ryu must stand-alone.
Narrator: Gandora then gave Naruto a Crystal ball. It shined like a Star…
Gandora: This will help you see what Ryu will see. You can speak to him as well. If Onaga does come to
earth, you must delay him…and Ryu must kill him and be together as one once more…
Narrator: And with a mighty roar, two portals appeared. Ryu jumped in one, and the rest jumped in the
other…
TO BE CONTINUED

63 - “Along Came A Ninja!”
Narrator: Ryu was dropped in the Entrance into the Nether Realm…He Looked around the place until he
found a Mountain Nearby…
Ryu: Well, That’s comforting…now I gotta play Hiker and climb….
Torashu: Now is not the time to be dilly-dallying! Get moving!
Ryu: Fine…
Narrator: He moved towards the mountain and notices a cave on its side.
Ryu: Wonder what’s in there…
Torashu: Couldn’t tell you.
Narrator: They entered the cave, and inside it, found one of the Ninja they were looking for. It was
Snowie.
Snowie: Man, I thought I’d never leave this coop!
Ryu: Yeah, sorry we’re late.
Snowie: Nothin’ to be sorry about! Here, let me outta here…
Ryu: Sure…
Narrator: Torashu melted the door she was behind with his breath, and then there was getting to find the
rest…and wasn’t that too easy? Maybe there’s a trap…
TO BE CONTINUED

64 - “The Trap is sprung: A demon of great heights!”
Narrator: As we left off…
Ryu: Now that you’re out, maybe we can look for the others.
Snowie: I saw two demons carrying Sasuke off!
Ryu: Is that it? Two?
Snowie: …uh, yeah.
Ryu: Wow…that is boring.
Torashu: Well, we better go then…
Narrator: Ryu, Snowie, and Torashu were about to leave until the door closed on them.
Ryu: Of course…
Narrator: A giant Demon with a Skull mask on its head stepped into the room. He went by the name
“Galgora”
Galgora: Good to see my plan worked.
Ryu: You’re no different from the scum piles in Hell.
Galgora: That is where you’re wrong. I am the most powerful High Ranked Demon in the netherworld.
My master will love your head on a pike!
TO BE CONTINUED

65 - "Fist of Freedom."
Narrator: As the two glared at eachother, Ryu attacked with extreme speed.
Ryu: I’ve always wanted to use this...BURNING KONOHA!
Narrator: As he lifted his hands, a green ball appeared. He jumped, and pushed the or into the
Monster’s chest. Galgora stumbled a bit, but didnt effect him too much.
Galgora: You honestly think a puny bolt like that will work?
Ryu: Well, actually...yes!
Galgora: Any last words?
Ryu: Yes...RUN!
Narrator: Ryu then grabbed Snowie by the hand and ran to the blocked exit...hoping if he could make
Galgora punch the door down....
Galgora: There’s nowhere to run, kid. Time to die now.
Ryu: Lemme have it then.
Galgora: Good to see you submit! Makes my job easier...
Narrator: Galgora then shot his fist at Ryu, who was next to the door. He dodged and Galgora’s Punch
made the rocky door crumble.
Ryu: Ha! So long, you loser!
Galgora: You tricked me!
Ryu: Fair enough, yes!
Narrator: Ryu and Snowie then ran out of the prison, hoping to find a way to the next captive: Dez.
TO BE CONTINUED

66 - "An Easy Rescue: Dez Is Saved!"
Narrator: Ryu then headed South of the Mountain in search of the one known as Dez. He didn't know
much about her, but if she knew more of Onaga than he did, she was important…
Ryu: So do you think this Dez girl knows anything on Onaga..?
Torashu: She’s an Akatsuki member, so she must know something on what Onaga wants…With Earth.
Ryu: You’re right.
Snowie: So, where to?
Ryu: Well, I’m guessing over that direction.
Snowie: You think we’ll find them all…?
Torashu: We have to.
Ryu: Yep!
Narrator: They soon found a cave again, this time, it was open, with lights inside.
Ryu: That’s weird to have lights in a cave…
Torashu: I hear voices…
Snowie: It could be that Dez girl.
Ryu: Right.
Narrator: They soon found Dez inside, unlocked the door, and Let her out…
Dez: Oh, Thank god you came…
Ryu: Why what’s wrong?
Dez: Nothing! I hated it in there.
Ryu: Oh, Ok then let’s go!
Narrator: They quickly escaped, and sped off into another part of the Underworld…
Ryu: So, where are the others…?

Dez: Funny you should ask, I caught word from the other demons here that they are all in one cage
somewhere.
Ryu: You know where?
Dez: It’s up here, actually! If we get them we can leave right?
Torashu: Correct.
Snowie: Good, It sucks down here…
Narrator: Without looking back, they headed off…into the unknown…
TO BE CONTINUED

67 - “The Show Down! Dez vs. Chihiro and Mitsusa!”
Narrator: As soon as they left, Chihiro and Mitsusa stopped them in their tracks. They had markings on
their faces, and their eyes burned with hatred.
Mitsusa: Where do you think you’re going?
Chihiro: You haven’t played with us yet…
Snowie: You’re kidding! He can possess them too?!?
Dez: That’s Annoying. You guys go ahead, I can take care of them.
Ryu: You’re serious? Can you not kill them in the process please?
Dez: I’ll see what I can do you just go!
Torashu: Just be careful…
Narrator: The moment the others left, Dez was ready to snap them out of Control.
Mitsusa: You can’t beat us.
Chihiro: Not when there is two of us, and only one of you…
Dez: There’s no Strength in numbers.
Narrator: The two ran towards her in unison, holding their Kunai in their hands. Dez waited for them to
come up a bit further for a direct attack.
Dez: You don't know what I’m capable of…I don't need or even use chakra. I have something much
different…
Mitsusa: We don't care…
Dez: Very well, then I guess you don't care if I use this!
Narrator: Dez shoots from her arms a powerful force, unlike chakra, this power was different…She used
the power of Aura instead! The Aura Pushed them back quite a bit, slowing them down. Mitsusa
overcame it, and ran up again, slashing at her with no direct blows. Dez then jumps away to charge a
Aura Sphere.
Dez: I can do anything with my Aura, I can sense other life forms with ease, and I can form my own into
a deadly force to be reckoned with!

Chihiro: Aura or Not, I will Crush you!
Narrator: The Little Ninja then swiped at her with blinding speed. Dez dodged her attacks and gave her a
fist of Aura into the face! She was pushed to the side like a rag doll, and was knocked out from the blow.
Mitsusa then came straight at her with Chakra Concentrated fists; Dez did the same thing, and knocked
her out.
Dez: Heh…Too Easy…
Narrator: She then picked them up and went to find Ryu, Snowie, and Torashu…They shouldn’t have
gone too far…
TO BE CONTINUED

68 - "State of Pain: Sasuke with a Vengeance."
Narrator: Ryu, Torashu, and Snowie were now looking for an exit out of this nightmare...
Ryu: Man, How big is this place?
Torashu: I dont know, Ryu. It could be for a while...
Snowie: So...How powerful is the Onaga...?
Ryu: He is King of this place, ruler of all things sinful. He is the creator of demons...
ILL FINISH LATER...
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